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Original Contributions.
ADDRESS IN SURGERY.*

BY W. 13. COLEY, M.D., NEW YORK.

GENTLEMEN,-I come before you to-day with mingled feelings of
pleasure and anxiety, due on the one hand to a deep appreciation
of the high honor conferred upon me by your invitation to deliver
the "Address in Surgery " before such a distinguished gathering,
and on the other, to a fear that I shall fall far short of your
expectations.

I an aware that tiie-honored custom and tradition call for a
very general subject, such as the " Art of Surgery," " Advance in
Surgery," and the like, but a somewhat careful study of recent
addresses has convinced nie that this ground has already been
gone over so frequently and so well that I trust you will pardon
me for choosing a subject vhieh, thougli somewhat special in
character, is stili one of universal interest, and of rapidly increas-
ing importance to the imedical profession, viz., " The Radical Cure
of Hernia.»

'It is impossible to view the present methods and results of the
operative treatment of hernia in the true perspective without a
brief survey of the past, stopping here and there for a moment to
note the more important landmarks.
. The historical picture presented shows that this evolution bas
66 been a graduai and harmonious development, but rather a

series of brilliant conceptions based on more or less sound anatomi-
cal principles, w .-me time commanding the respect and confidence

*Read before the-Canadian' Medical Association, Toronto, August, 1899.
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of the leading masters of surgery of the day, and a another
relegated to quacks and travelling rupture curers, who alone kept
them fron falling into utter oblivion, until dnder the new stimulus
caused by the great discoveries of anesthesia and antisepsis, they
were again revi 'ved and elaborated.

While we find occasional reference to hernia and its treatment
in the writings of the early Greeks, the first recorded description
of an attempt to cure Mie condition by operation was made by
Celsus, a Roman who lived during the first lialf of the first
century, A.D., and to him must be given the honor of being the
founder of the radical cure of non-strangulatedi hernia. Although
we do iot possess a careful description or his niethod, we know
that lie possessed a very good conception of the anatomical and
pathological conditions present, and that lie actually proposed and
successfully executed many of the steps which even to-day form
the nost important features of modern methods.

His operation consisted in a free open incision over the hernial
tumor, exposure of the sac, and probably the renoval of thet whole
or a part of the sac. If the omentumn was present it vas pushed
back if possible,; if not, a needle was passed througlh the middle
and it was Mien tied off in two portions. The -wound was tien,
closed by sutures. The testiý wNas not removed, and care was
taken not to injure the cord in the dissection of the sac. At that
time this procedure must have been regarded as radical to the
degree of rasliess, and we are surprised to find inlhis rules for the
selection of cases for operation evidence of such sound judgment
and rational conservatisn.

He operated only upon children between the ages of six and
fourteen years, and, moreover, only in subjects in good healti with
comparatively small lerniæ, as he recognized the fact that these
cases are the most lilcely to withstand the risks of operation, and,
furtiermore, tlat in Mieni the chances of ultimate cure are greater
than in any otier class of cases. He advised against operating
upon umbilical hernia in children, knowing what many surgeons
to-day have failed to learn, viz., that umbilical hernia in children
is almost without exception cured by nature, without operation.
Heliodorus, who flourished under Trajan, at the beginning of the
second century, lias given us a description of a method of operation
for liernia wlich actually surpasses nany that are now offered to~
the profession as new and ideal. He says,* " We must cut off the
hernial sac with great care, for if you take away less than is
protruded the result will be the production of a new hernia. In
order, therefore, that we imay unot miss excising an amount that is
precisely correct it is necessary to draw the sac outward by catch-
ing the tip. So soon as the edges of the abdominal wound begin to
be averted, enough of Mie peritoneum lias been drawn ont, and so
much is to be excised. Wlhen just enougli pei-itgnieui lias been

* Albert Lehrbuch der Chirurg, B. III., and Halsted, Bulletiin Johns Ilopkins
HTospital, No. 29, 1893.
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drawn out the sac is to be twisted. H1aving been cut off along a
straight line the peritoneumi becomes folded upon itself, and
screwed up and closed so tiglit that not even the point of a probe
can be introduced."

As Hialsted, writing in 1893, lias well said, " With the excep-
tion of torsion of the sac, which we replace with suture, the opera-
tion for the radical cure of hernia in the tine of the Roman
emiperors was quite on a par with the operation as usually per-
foried in our day."

A few centuries later this operation had been abandoned.
Paul of luEgina in the seventh century, following ini many

points the inethods of Celsus, introduced a new and radical step,
viz., castration. Without attempting to separate the cord from the
sac lie transfixed the sac with a " large-sized needle containing a
double tlread." This thread was tien cut, and the ends crossed
like the great letter X, and tied. Tie portion below the ligature
with the testis and cord were then cut away.

It seenis difficult to understand how this method so inferior to
the methods of Celsus and Heliodorus should have survived to
modern times, wlile the former were so soon forgotten.

During the Middle Ages nany nethods were introduced.
Castration was still perforied, though according to William of
Salicetus, only by travelling rupture curers and foolish physicians.
Of the other methods the principal ones w'ere :

1. Exposure of the sac and closure by various forms of ligature.
2. Inclusion of the sac and scrotum either by needles or by

sutures.
3. Cauterization applied in various ways.
The cure by cautery was known by Paulus and was much

employed by the Arabians. It continued in vogue almost to
modern times. Full details of the method are found in the writ-
ings of Pott,* who thus describes it:

"After a proper tine spent in fasting and purging, the patient
uist be put into an ercct posture and by coughing or sieezing is

to niake the intestine projcct into the groin as mucli as possible,
wlien the place anîd circumference of such projections are to be
narked out in ink. Then the patient is placed on his back, the

intestine is to be returned fairly into the belly and a red-hot
cautery is applied according to the extent of the marked 'lino.
For this purpose cauteries of various sizes and shapes and figures
have been devised."

Differenit writers differ widely as to the extent and depth of
the cauterization, but as Pott adds: " In all of these the exfolia-
tion of the bone is made a necessary part of the process. Eschars
sid slougls being separated and the exfoliation cast off, the patient
is ordered to observe an extremely careful reginien, to lie on bis
back during the yre and to wear a bandage for some time after-

* Vol. Il., p. 177.
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ward in order to prevent a new descent of the parts, which not-
withstanding all the pains and al the hazard the patient had
undergone he was still liable to."

Cauterization by means of strong acids, such as sulphuric and
nitric, werc also employed.

It is not difficult to understand the dire results that not infre-
quently followed these methods and which finally led to their
abandonment.

Bordenhave (quoted by Lawrence) states that of three patients
treated at one of the hospitals in Paris, one died, one relapsed and
the third had a swelling of the spermatic cord. Peritonitis, gan-
grene of the scrotum and testis, and even perforation of the bowel
often formed part of the after history of these operations. During
the eighteenth century castration became so coinmon, especially in
France, that finally stringent laws were passed condernning it.
As an example, it is stateu that the Bishop of St. .Papoul found
more than five hundred children had been castrated for hernia in
his own diocese alone.

The celebrated " punctum aurem" was introduced by Geraldus
of Metz. It consisted in exposing the sac and encircling it with a
thread of gold in such a manner as not to include the cord.

Such then was the state of the radical cure of hernia at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. We find an occa.sional return
to ancient methods in the early part of the present century, notably
by the Prussian surgeon, Schuinaker, and the elder Langenbeck.
They made an open incision and dissected the sac from the cord,
then ligated it as high up as possible. Langenbeck stated that he
had performed the operation twelve times with the most successful
results. The inethod, however, did not meet with general approval
and does not seen to have been much employed.

With the introduction of subcutaneous surgery by Stromeyer,
in 1835, there followed attempts to apply its principles tô the cure
of hernia. The most notable example of these operations vere the
methods of Wiitzer and Gerdy, and a little later the method of
John Wood, of London, which was a coinbination of the open and
subcutaneous methods. Woods' method was introduced in Eng-
land in 1857, and even up to recent times it -was more gencrally
employed that any other nethod both in Europe and in America.

The best results were obtained by Wood himself, who claimed
a large percentage of cures. The mortality of the nethod vas
about 7 per cent., though in his later series of cases this was reduced
very considerably.

By modern methods we inean those that have been introduced
or rather re-introduced after the' great discoveries of Lister and
Pasteur. Tt took some years for the principle of antisepsis t6
become sufficiently, accepted and put into practice by the leading
surgeons, before serious attempts were made to gpply them to the
radical cure of hernia.

In the first place a distinction should be made between opera-
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bions for strangulated hernia and those deliberatoly undertaken
for the purpose of effecting a radical cure. Strange as it may
seeni the operation for strangulated hernia is of mucli more recent
origin blan that for non-strangulated hernia. Up to the seventh
century taxis alone had been used for strangulation, and to Pierre
Franco, in 652, must be given the honor of introducing herniotomy.
-lis minute description of the operation forms one of the briglit

spots in the surgery. Later, Franco's nethod was taken up by
Ambroise Paré and most strongly endorsed. Paré was the first
surgeon, so far as w«e know, who advocated operation for all cases
of strangulated hernia. His teaching, however, fell on barren
ground and it was not until several centuries later that herniotomny
becaine generally adopted.

Up to the beginning of the nineteenth century it was prac-
tically unknown in America. In the life of J. C. Warren* we find
it stated that w'hen he began to operate in Boston (about 1804),
the operation for strangulated hernia vas almost unknown. He
had just returned fromn England and attempted to put into practice
what he had learned from his illustrious teacher, Sir Astley
Cooper, but when he proposed to operate on a case of strangulated
hernia, he was met with bhe greatest opposition both from the
other physicians and from the friends of the patient. He finally
gained consent to operate, but the long delay caused the death of
the first two or three patients. Convinced that lie was riglit, his
genius and courage enabled him to go on, and the brilliant results
of his later cases did mucli towards establishing the operation for
strangulated hernia in America, upon the solid foundation that it
lias ever since enjoyed. It does not appear. however, that any
serious attempts were made to effect a radical cure until after the
introduction of Lister's methods of antisepsis.

Henry O. Marcy, of Boston, 'who had enjoyed the privilege of
personal instruction under Lister in 1870, appears to have been
the first to operate upon strangulated hernia under antiseptie
inethods, and to close the canal by means of absorbable buried
sutures of catgut. On the 19th of February, 1871, he operated
upon a wonan, aged fifty years, for strangulated inguinal hernia,
and closed the canal by "two stitches of medium-sized catgut
directly through the pillars of the ring."

On March 10th, 1871, lie operated upon a second case of
strangulated hernia, also in a -woman, and closed the canal " by
three large-sized catgut sutures passed deeply througlh the pillars
of the ring and the wound carefully dressed antiseptically with
Lister's carbolic plaster."t

The sac 'was not opened in either of these cases.
Dr. Marcy's first attempt to cure non-strangulated hernia by

operation was February 4th, 1878, or several years subsequent to

*Vol. 1, p. 37.

tBoston illed. and Surg. Jour., November l6th, 1S71.
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the operations of Stecle, Annandale and Czerny. Richard Steele,
of London, deserves the honor of first attempting to cure non-
strangulated inguinal hernia after the introduction of antiseptic
inethods, though he very modestly states that it secins such a
natural proceeding he does not doubt that others did it before hin.

In the British ilfedical Jowrnical, Noveinber 17th, 1874, p. 584,
Steele reports his most interesting case. Thie patient was a boy
eight years of age. H1e eut down upon the canal, exposed the
pillars of the ring, pared their edges and united thcm with catgut
sutures. The hernia recurred in six months, became stranguhited
but was reduced by taxis. Steele then did a second operation and
the patient was well one year later. This case does not seem to
have received the attention it deserved. and to Czerny is usually
given. the credit of being the author of modern operations. His
tirst report of five cases was published in WVien. Iocl., No.
22, 1877, p. 527. His first patient was operated upon January lst,
1877, more than three years later than Steele's. The neck of the
sac was ligated with catgut, and the pillars of the ring were
sutured with catgut. The skin was closed witli catgnt, two drain-
age tubes were used, the wound iealing over in forty-seven days.
In the second and third cases the pillars were closed vith catgut,
and in the fourth and fif th cases with silk sutures.

It will be seen that Czerny's operation shows «i distinct advance
over the operations of Marcy and Stecle, viz., he dissected out
the sac and ligated it before suturing the canal. From the limit-d
experience derived fron his early cases, Czerny concluded the
"' thousand-year-old problem of surgery" was nearing solution.
Of his first five cases four suppurated and one died. Time will
permit but the briefest reference to the more important of the
numerous methods devised since Czerny's first report. As early
as 1879, Tilanus, of Amsterdam, had collected and reported before
the International Medical Congress 122 cases in whicl operation
was performed by supposedly antiseptic methods. Seventy-nine
of these cases were non-strangulated, and forty-three were stran-
gulated. Too few cases had been traced sufficiently long to justify
conclusions as to the permanence of the cure, and the immediate
mortality of 6 per cent. nade many physicians hesitate to advise,
and surgeons to perform the operation. The subject, however, was
so fascinating and the goal was of such inestimable importance,
that the minds of the leading surgeons of the world were engaged
in attempting to modify the old nethods, or to devise new, with a
view of diminishing the dangers and improving the final results.
Tho methods at present in vogue are the result of somewhat rapid
evolution in accordance with the law of survival of the fittest.
Not one, but nany workers in the field deserve lasting honor for
the part they have played in conferring a priceless boon upon
humanity. Among these naines should be mentioned, Steele,
Annandale, Czerny, Marcy, Banks, Championniére, MacEwen,
Barker, Ball, Socin, Bassini, Bull, Weir, Halsted and Kocher.
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While many of the earlier nethods have been superseded by
newer and better, we nust not forget that the experience derived
fron the older mnethods has made it possible to discover their
shortcomings and to devise appropriate reiedies; therefore, let us
not refuse theni a place of honor. It would be tedious to enter
ino anything like a full description of the various methods men-
tioned, nior is it necessary. Many of then are no longer in use,
having fultilled their part and given place to botter. There are
still a nunber of inethods in vogue, aci of which is represented
by its advocate as the ideal operation, and it is clearly our duty
to study these carefully and attenpt to discover, if possible,
the best.

MacEwven's method, first performed by its author in 1879, and
introducecd to the public by a nost able paper (Anvials of Srgery,
August, 1886), was largely employed by Englisi and American
surgeons, and even to-day has its warm supporters. The results
in the hands of MacEwen -were almost ideal, but, whether due to
difBculty in learning the details of its technique or to other causes,
the sane brilliant resuits were not attained by other surgeons.
The step of the operation upon which the most stress vas laid, viz.,
the infolding of the sac so as to forni a barrier at the internat ring,
was in itself a source of danger and difliculty in certain cases.
Sloughing of the poorly-nourished sac and proongced suppuration,
ending iii speedy relapse, were some of the results in less skilled
hands than those of the author. And wviti the introduction of
other nethods, notably those of Bassini, it has gradually been
given up. Whether the infolded sac remains for any lenxgth of
time and plays a really important part in preventing relapse may
vell be doubted. In one case in which the patient died several

years after operation by MacEwen's method, Lauenstein found the
sac still folded up into a firin pad which apparently closed the
canal and aided in preventing a return of the hernia. In another
similar case, observed by Bassini, in which the autopsy was made
95 days after operation, no trace of the folded sac could be found.
We prefer to believe the excellent results obtained by MacEwen
were due not so much to the peculiar treatment of the sac but to
the very careful closure of the canal by chroinicized catgut.

The saine would hold true of the Kocher niethod, in which the
sac is brought out through a clef t in the aponeurosis of the external
oblique. He lias already so modified his method that only a small
portion of the sac is now left instead of the wvhole, or the larger
portion.

There lias been considerable dispute among those of the pro-
fession inclined to lay stress upon matters of priority, as to
whether the idea of transplanting the cord originated with
Bassini, with Halsted or with Marcy. A careful and an entirely
unprejudiced study of the reported writings of all would seen to
show tht the honor shôuld rest with Bassini. Halsted, in March
1893, in his most valuable paper describing his own nethod, and
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giving a report of 58 cases operated upon by this method,* states
that lie had described his operation more than threce years before,t
six or eight moinths before the publication of Bassini's paper in
1890, containing his report of 251 cases. Halsted was evidently
not familiar with Bassini's first report of 102 cases inade before the
Congress of Italian Surgeons, in March, 1888, or two years before
the date of his later and more complete report. An abstract of
this early report and a description of Bassini's cure was also pub-
lished by Marcy in his book on " The Radical Cure of- Hernia," in
1889, which also contained a description of Marcy's own operation.

The method of Marcy, which differs materially fron that of
Bassini in most of the details of technique, lias one important
point in common with it, viz., the restoration of the obliquity of
the inguinal canal. Al of these surgeons have apparently worked
out their ideas independently, and each deserves credit propor-
tionate to the value of his own method of operation.

I vish the tine perinitted a fuller description of these methods,
because their technique is not always understood by surgeons who
atteipt to perform themn.

I have frequently seen cases qome to the Hospital for Ruptured
and Crippled, less than eight weeks after operation by a so-called
Bassini method, with well-marked relapse. A glance at the scar
alonle w'as suilicient to prove that Bassini's operation could not
have been performed. One cannot properly perform the operation
with an inch and a'half to a two-inch incision, the upper extremity
of which extends scarcely above the external ring. Were I called
upon to give what I believe to be the most frequent errors of
technique and those most responsible for failire to obtain good
results, I would place first an incision of insufficiený length, both in
skin and aponeurosis (it should be at least three inches long), and
placed too low down. Second, failure to dissect back the apo-
neurosis of the external oblique well over to the edge of the rectus
muscle. Third, careless or unskilful dissection of the sac from the
cord and the surrounding tissues, thus prolonging the operation
and bruising the tissues, thereby lessening the chance of primary
union. Fourth, too great tension upon the buried sutures, or the
use of non-absorbable sutures.

The question of sutures I will discuss later.
I do not need to tell you that the essential feature wherein

B.alsted's method differs from Bassini's, lies in the treatment of the
cord and the closure of the canal. In Bassini's niethod the canal is
closed by suturing the internal oblique and transversalis to the
shelving portion of Poupart's ligament (which must always be very
clearly exposed), the aponeurosis being care fully retracted on either
side during this suturing. The rent in the aponeurosis is then
closed from above downward as before, by means of a continuous

Bulletin Johns Iopkis. Hospital, Vol. I., No. IV., No. 22, p. 20.
† Bulletin ,Tohns Hopkins IIospital, Vol. I., No. I.
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suture, until, at the lcwer anrle, just enough space is left to permit
the cord to pass without undue compression.

In Halsted's method, on the otier hand, the cord is transplaced
more externally, so that it lies just beneath the skin and super-
licial fàscia, the aponeurosis with the underlying muscles and
transversalis fascia, on tie one side, being united to the trans-
versalis fascia, Poupart's liganient and the aponeurosis, on the
other, by mieans of a single row of five or six mattress sutures.
O(ne secs at onc. that if the cord were left in its normal proportions
there would be great danger of relapse at the point where it
energes. To lessen this danger it '«as ingeniously proposed to
remove "all but one or two of the veins of the cord." Whether or
not such a procedure night not cause atrophy of the testis was a
inatter that experience alone could deterinîje. TChe subsequent
histories of Halsted's own cases, as well as those of other observers,
have proven tLat this result not infrequently occurs.

Froni a recent, and as yet unpublished, report of the results at
the Johns Hopkins Hospital, Dr. Bloodgood lias very kindly given
me sonie very interesting and valuable statistics.

Of 10P cases operated upon by Halsted's typical method, with
excision of the veins, there was no relapse, w«hile in 86 cases
operated upon by tie saine inethod, with the single exception that
the \eins were not excised, there were eight relapses or 9 per cent.
Fifty-six of these cases were observed from one to nine years.
Bloudgood concludes that Halsted's operation with excision of the
veins will give perfect results if primnary union be secured, though.
lie admits that excision of the veins is hiable to be followed by
atrophy of the testis, and is, therefore, not always to be recon-
nended. He would not excise the veins in children or in cases in
which the cord had been subjected to traumatism during the dis-
section of the sac. The nuniber of cases in which atrophy of the
testis followed excision of the veins is not noted, but it is stated
that it was only observed in those cases complicated by epididy-
mitis. Bloodgooc, therefore, reasons that as the probabilities of
epididymitis would be iuch less after excision of the veins, if the
vas and its immediate vessels are not displaced, it vould be as
well to leave the renainder of the cord undisturbed, and lie goes
on to say tiat " the cord reduced to such diminutive size will be
as little likely to be the cause of a recurrence in the lower angle
of the wound as in the upper angle when it is transplanted."

This is practically an admîission that one of the leading features
of the nethod, viz., the excision of the veins, is not always free
from risk, and that another and perhaps the most important, the
transplanling of the cord, is unnecessary if the veins are excised.

After ail that may be said on either side in the way of theo-
retical considerations, the question of preference must be finally
settled by practical results. If the results of the several methods
are the same, that method whici is the simpler in technique should
have the preference.
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While Halsted's method in his own hands and in the lands of
his skilful colleagues at the Jolhns Hopkins Hospital bas yieldecl
nost brilliant results, they are not equal to Bassini's personal
results.

Looking at the results of other surgeons we find a much greater
difflerence in favor of IBassini's method. The technique is far
simpler, and we believe the rapidly increasing favor with which it
is regarded both in Europe and America, shows that it is destined
in the near future to supplant all other methods,

It is liard for as to realize that the radical cure of hernia bas
made such tremendous advances in a single decade. In 1890,
Bull, who had faithfully tried the best of the methods tien in
vogue, and on a larger scale than any surgeon in America (in 134
cases) was obliged to confess that bis 'observatiuis go to strengthien
the conviction that all nethods of radical cure will be found
ursatisfactory." He did not, however, discourage further efforts
to improve upon these mdtlods of operation, but mnerely wishîed to
depict the situation as it actually was. He was one of the first to
subject operations for rad:cal cure to critical tests, and to point out
that the tern " cure " could jiot rightly be applied to patients who
had merely recovered froi operations and had not been observed
for a considerable period afterwards. 'To show low rapidly
advances have comne in this field of surgery, the ink was scarcely
dr - upon the valuable but gloomy paper of Bull, when Bassini's
br, .Iiant report of 251 cases, operated upon with but a single
death, and aill but four cases traced fron a few muontlhs to four
and a half years with but seven relapses, appeared. Whethier or
not these saine good resulits were possible in the hands of other
surgeons remained for tbe succeeding years to tel). Nearly ai
decade bas now pasled and few surgeons and still fewer physi-
cians realize the treniendous revolution that bas occurred in
the operative treatnent of hernia. Instead of an operation
with a mortality of 6 per cent., alone sufficient to make the con-
servative surgeon hesitate to recounuiend it, except in cases of
urgent need, and with at least a third or more nearly a lialf of the
cases relapsing within a comparatively short time, wihat is the
situation to-day ? We find the mortality of leading operations
reduced to less than 1 per cent., and the final results in large
series of cases carefully traced show a]hnost entire freedon from
relapse. Instead of 30 to 50 per cent. followed by suppuration,
we find .5 to 10 per cent.

You will pardon, I trust, a brief reference to personal work,
which is given mercly to show vhat anyone nay accomplish,
provided he gives the proper attention to the technique of
the operation. Since August, 1891, I have operated upon 639
cases of hernia, divided as follows: 585 inguinal, 40 femoral, 14
unbilical and ventral. Of this nunber alIl except 60 cases have
been traced. Five hundred and forty-nine cases of inguinal
hernia were operated upon by Bassini's method (with 5 relapses)
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with kangaroo tendon for the buried sutures. Of this nui-
ber 493 cases have been traced as follows: 4 case. were sound
uIpwards of 7 years; 4 cases, 6 to 7 years; 9 cases, 5 to 6 years;
19 cases, 4 to 5 years; 69 cases, 3 to 4 years; 91 cases, 2 to 3
years ; 132 cases, 1 to 2 years; 101 cases, 6 mionths to 1. year: and
the renainder less than G months. In regard to wound healing
96 per cent. of the cases operated upon by Bassini's iethod healed
by primary union.

The only points in which I have departed from the original
technique laid down by Bassini have been: first, in the substitution
uf chromicized kangaroo tendon for silk in the buried sutures. I
have recently been told by a former assistant of Bassini, that
Bassini hinself has used chronicized catgut instead of silk since
1892. Second, the introduction of a suture just above the cord,
a.nd passing through the same structures as those below the cord,
vith a viewv of preventing any further separation of the tissues

above the new internal ring and keeping the cord restricted to
narrower linits. Thsat these slight changes, too trivial to be
called modifications, have been of advantage, the results in my
series of cases would seem to pr-ove.

Among the nany questions of importanée in connection with
the subject of radical cure of hernia that are still unsettled, is the
question of the best suture iaterial. Silk, silver wire, catgut,
kangaroo tendon, silk-wormn gut, each one has hiad its ardent sup-
porters. Were the question of less importance I should not attempt
to dibcuss it at this time. Like the choice of operative methods, this
question also must be finally settled by the careful observations
based upon large experience, and theoretical considerations must
again be placed in the background. Silk was probably used by
the ancients. Catgut, introduced by Lister, wa-s probably also
first used by Lister to close a hernial wound. In the address in
surgery before the British Medical Association,* Lister reported
two cases of irreducible ventral and umbilical hernia upon which
he ba operated by opening the sac, freeing the adhesion, reducing
the contents, and finally closing the freshened edges by means of
closely applied interrupted sutures of prepared catgut. The dates
of the operations are not stated, hence it is possible that Marcy's
cases of strangulated inguinal hernia operated upon in February
and March, 1871, and reported, Boston Jfedical Juiotaal, Novem-
ber 16th, 1.871, were really the first cases of bernia in which the
buried catgut suture was used.

Czerny used catgut in his carlier cases. but later, owing to the
difficulty in rendering it conpletely sterile, substituted silk.

Banks, whose naine must always be mentioned forenost anoug
the pioneers in operations for the cure of hernia, statest that the
only point of novelty lie could claim in the operation which lie

* British Mcdical Journal, August 26thi, 1871, Vol. I., page 231.
tBrsh Miledical Jouinal, Noveniber 18th, 18S2.
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suceessfully performed was in the substitution of silver wire for
catgut. He closed the external ring with two or three buried
sutures of stout silver wire. MacEwen modified the simple catgut
suture by chroinicizing the gut sufficiently to maintain it in the
tissue three or four weeks before absorption took place. This was
a'most important modification, and the suture of chromicized
catgut is still to-day, we believe, with the possible exception of
kangaroo tendon, the best suture for hernia operations. Shortly
after 1890 silk-worm gut was introduced as the ideal buried
suture, and for a time ià was largely used in operations for hernia,
especially in the United States. Marcy, w'ho used catgut in his
early operations, later substituted kangaroo tendon, obtaining his
first supply of tendon from Australia in 1882. The advantages of
kangaroo tendon over catgut secins to have been first recognized
by Dr. T. M. Girdlestone, a lecturer on Surgery at the University
of Melbourne. As early as 1877 he brought it to the notice of the
Medical Society of Victoria, and in Novenber, 1881, through Sir
Thomas Sinith, of London, lie addressed a conmunication to the
Medico-Chirurgical Society of London. In this paper* he states
that the tendon suture resisted the softening influence of the
tissues nuch longer than catgut. He prepared it, according to
Lister's iethod of preparing catgut, in carbolie oil, but also stated
tlat if desired, it could be further hardened by putting it in
clromnic acid one-half per cent. solution for seven hours. It lias
been largely due to ihe writings of Marcy that it bas come to be
used so largely in operations for hernia. I have personally
employed it in upwards of six hundred operations for hernia, and
I regard it as practically an ideal suture. The only difficulty has
been in securing tendons of the proper size. If too large they
reiain in the tissues too long before absorption, and thus are open
to the same objections that hold truc of non-absorbable sutures.
Split tendons siould never be used as they are lacking in strength,
and are of uneven calibre. Girdlestone hinself in 1881 pointed
out this fact. Some judgient is -needed in selecting the proper
size. I prefer for the deeper sutures a tendon equal in size to a
number two or number three catgut, while a tendon the size of a
nunber one catgut, or even smaller, will suffice for the closure of
tie aponeurosis. The cost of the tendons and the difiiculty of
obtaining tendons of suitable size and strength are objections of
some weiglit. I an not sure that a ca.refully prepared and
properly clirornicized catgut will not prove nearly, if not quite, as
good a suture for liernia as kangaroo tendon, and this is fortunate
inasmuch as the supply of tendons is likely to prove insufficient to
imeet a largely increased deimand.

Halsted used silk in his earlier operations, but during the past
three or four years has used only silver wire. We are sonewhat
surprised at this change, for in his first paper. 1893, describing his

* Transactions Medico-Cirurgical Society, 1882.
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nethod of operation, lie speaks of silver wire as follows: "'The
use of powerful sewing materials in surgcry is, it seenis to me,
based upon a inisapprehension of pathology. If, for example, the
tension is so great that wire must be used to bring the parts
together, one must not expect permanent assis'ance from the wire,
for the stitches ivili eventually be eut through to the extent neces-
sary to relieve the tension." This is a concise and admirable
stateinent of the question, and we prefer to believe it still truc.
The real and important objection to silk, silver wire and the whole
list of non-absorbable sutures remains to be noted, and this is their
liability to cause sinuses long periods after operation. This objec-
tion is not theoretical but based upon personal observation of
twenty-seven patients at the Hospital for Rdptured and Crippled,
as well as upon numerous reports of other observers.

In every one of these cases a sinus developed at varyiiig periods
from a few months to three years and cigit months after opera-
tion. This condition of sinus formation is a serious one, inas-
mnuch as the healing of the sinuses often requires many months,
and seldom becomes permanent until the last of the offending
sutij.es lias been removed. This is not the end, for the prolonged
suppuration bas inmost cases so weakened the canal that relapse
usually follows. Thus what might have been a successful opera-
tion for the radical cure of hernia bas become a complete failure
owing solely to the use of a non-absorbable suture. The reasons
formerly advanced by surgeons for using non-absorbable sutures
were that catgut and tendon could not be satisfactorily sterilized,
but with our improved metbods of sterilization such reasons no
longer obtain. A comparison of the statistics, as regards wound
healing, of the surgeons who use catgut and those who use non-
absorbable sutures will disprove the validity of such claims.

Primary wound healing was obtained in about 80 per cent. of
Halsted's series of cases in which silk was used for the buried
sutures, and his later statistics of 261 cases in which silk, silver
wire and silk-worin 'gut were used, 31 suppurated or il per cent.
These patients, we inust remember, were operated upon at a
hospital which enjoys a reputation above ail others for the per-
fection of its aseptic technique. Yet the statistics of other surgeons
under much less favorable operative conditions, who have used
absorbable buried sutures show better results as regards primary
wound healing. I mention these facts sinply to show that the
claim, that non-absorbable sutures are necessary to obtain the best
results in primary wound healing, is entirely unfounded; there-
fore, there is no logical reason why the final results of the opera-
tion should be jeopardized by their use.

With the vast improvement that lias taken place during the
past decade in methods and results of operations for radical cure,
the indications for operation have markedly increased, though in
somne respect:] the prespnt vietvs as to selection of cases for opera-
tion differ matérially from those held ten years ago. At that time
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operations w'ere almost entirely confined to adults. This was due
to the fact that some regarded the operation as more dangerous in
children, and others believed that all ruptures in childrcen could be
cured by inechaical means. *We now knio\v that bo&h these sup-
positions are erroneous, the results of large series of operations
iii children proving that the operation is less dangerous iii chiklren
than in adu)+s, and a careful study of the after history of a very
large number of cases of hernia in children having proved tlat at
lcast one-third of ail children starting, with hernia iii childhood,
pass on into adult life with the hernia uncured by mechanical
m eans.

This does niot warrant us in advising operation iii all cases of
hernia in children. At the Hospital for Ruptured and Crippled in
New York, wc have adopted the folloving rules in the selection of
cases, and it will be seen at once that these are fairly conservative:

Operation is advised (1) in children over four years of age in
whomn a truss lias been given a fair trial without marked improve-
ment. . (2) ln cases complicated with fluid in the hernial sac
(reducible hydrocele); in ail cases of femoral hernia, since this
form of hernia offers little or no hope of cure through mechanical
treatnent.

The practice of operating upon infants under one year, or even
two or three years. is, I believe, open to serious criticisin.

Umbilical hernia in infants and children siould, with some
exceptions, never be operated upon, for Uie reason that these are
alinost invariably cured by other ineans. With regard to adults
it is no longer considered advisable to operate upon the very large
and long irreducible hernia in patients beyond middle life. The
operation is attended with grave risks and a speedy return of the
hernia vill alnost certainly occur. The sanie is true of the large
irreducible uibilical herniac especially comnion in very stout
women. Wiile we cannot hope to cure such patients by operation,
we should bear in mind that tiere was once a time w'hen every
one of these cases could have been operated on with a fair prospect
of success, hence hlie importance of operating early.

Inasmuch as there is slight prospect of a cure being effected by
a truss after the age of twenty years we can now advise operation.
in such cases, especially since it is no longer attended with
appreciable risk and the prospect of a permanent cure is very
great.

Operation would seldon be advised in patients over sixty years
of age.

Inguinal hernia in the female lias thus far received but little
attention, and yet this variety of hernia yields the best results of
all under operative treatment. Clamnpionniere was, I believe, the
first to urge operation in these cases, and lie lias recently reported
49 cases. Iis netlhod was to excise the round ligament along
with the sac, but I believe this to be not without objections and
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imoreuver entiruly .unnecessary. The sac can in every case be
dh,sected fre froi the ligament, with a little care and patience.

Kelly,* of Baltimore, transplants the round ligament exactly
Halsted transplants the cord in inguinal hernia in the male,

an1id closes the wound by Hialsted's method. During the past eight
years I have operated upon 100 cases of inguinal hernia in the
feiale, and although the cases have been iost carefully traced not
a single relapse has been observed. The method employed was
precisely similar to Bassini's operation in the male, with the trans-

plantation of the cord omnitted. The sac having been carefully dis-
sected fromn the round ligament well beyond the internal ring, is
tien tied off and excised. The round ligament is then allowed to
drop down into the lower angle of the wound, and the wound is then
closed in two layers of buried sutures, according to Bassini's tech-
nique. The operation is inuch simpler tlhan the one performed by
Kelly, and the results thus far obtained have been perfect.

Time will permit of but the briefest reference to the radical
cure of femoral he':nia It is not generally recogrnized by the
professioni that the resuits of operation for femoral hernia are even
more successful than for inguinal. Although a great variety of
iethods, many of them complex in technique and difficult to

perforni, have been proposed, the simple mnethods have been found
to give the most satisfactory results.

Bassini has.reported fifty-five casest operated upon by his own
imetliod, without mortality, and 41 of these were traced from one
Lu nine years without a single relapse. Of mîy own cases, 40 in
iumber, Bassini's mnethod was employed in sixteen and the method
of high ligation and incision of the sac, with closure of the feinoral
canal by means of a purse-string suture of kangaroo tendons, was
used in the remainder.

The single relapse observed occurred in a patient operated upon
by Bassini's method, and it is worthy of note that this was the
onily case in which there was failure to secure primary union.

It would not be right to close this brief and very important
sketch without saying a few words upon the final results of opera-
tions for hernia, in other words upon thè permanency of the cure.
Du operations, even according to the best mcthods, and skilfully
performed, really cure the patient, or is he only temporarily
relieved ? The answ-, to the question must as yet be more or less
tntative. by a perinanent cure we mean freedoni froin relapsb,
a) long as the patient lives, then, of course, the time bas as yet
been too short for us to make doginatic statements.

Fortunately, however, we alrcady possess sufficient data to
unable us to draw fairly accurate conclusions. The careful study
of 361 cases of relapse, following various operations for inguinal
and femoral hernia observed at the Hospital for Ruptured and

" Operative (4ynecology," Vol. I, p. 481.
† Archiu. fur Klin., 1,804.
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Crippled during the past ten years, shows the important fact that
the great majority of relapses occur within tlie first few months
after operation ; 64.5 per cent. occurred during the first six montls
and 80 per cent. during the first year. Between one and two years
after operation 8.89 per cent. relapsed.

Fron these facts we are justified in concluding that in cases
well beyond one year the chances of recurrence are very sliglt
thougl in some cases relapse has been noted twenty years after
operation. Under the methods practised a decade ago the per-
centages of relapses even during the first two years raiiged between
30 and 40 per cent. Under the improved method now in use,
especially Bassini's, and even with a inuch more careful tracing of
patients this percentage bas been reduced to a minimum.

Sucli, then, at the dawn of the twentieth century, is the present
status of "The Radical Cure of lernia." The." thousand-year-old
problem of surgery " lias finally been solved in the last quarter of
the nineteenth century by the happy combination of brilliant
genius, rare skill, and unflagging perseverance on the part of many
workers in many lands. We must not forget that this combina-
tion would have been of littlc avail without the brilliant discoveries
of Morton and Lister. So that here again in the radical cure
of hernia, we find new cause to do them honor and to add to
their laurels.

THE RELATION OF INSANITY TO PELVIC AND OTHER
LESIONS.*

BY DR. A. T. BOBBS,
Asylun for Insane, London, Ontario.

THE quarter of the century now closing lias witnessed the passing
of the madhouse and the evolution of the modern hospital for
menLal diseases. The closely tiled buildings and grounds, the
nechanical contrivances for the physical restraint of the poor
lunatic, and other crude. methods of treatment have gradually
been abandoned. The rapid progress in medical science. and
surgical art has given alienistb new weapons wherewith to combat
the dread scourge of insaniLy. This disease, in the liglit of modern
research, is not now looked upon with the hopelessness of by-
gone days, and much lias been, and will doubtless yet be, donc
towards rescuing many of the hitherto hopeless unfortunates.

The discovery of antiseptic surgery by Lister gave the cue
from which evolved the present principles of aseptic surgery,
reducing danger to life fron operation to a minimum. From the
field of general surgery developed the special brandi of gynecology
which marked a new era in the treatment of diseases to which
women are prone. It is universally conceded that immense benefit

*Read before the Detroit Medical and Library Association, November 13th, 1899.
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can be conferred by operative treatinent upon woinen who suffer
froin the lesions entailed by the accidents of inaternity. That this
phase of treatnent has been neglected by asyluin authoribies
having in their care large numnbers of fenale lunatics, lias called
forth strong protests from men eminent in the profession of
medicine iii the old world and the new. I will quote briefly the
words of some of these. More-Madden says: "The general non-
recognition of utero-ovarian disorders among the insane in lunatie
asylums is easily understood. Most alienists pay little attention
to the study of gynecology. . . . Under such circumstances no
complaint of uterine disorders being made by the patients, these
diseases nay unsuspectedly run their course as long as existence
endures. Playfair writes that "insane women are as liable to
uterine disease as sane women are, and when they have marked
disease of te reproductive organs of whatever type it should be
appropriately treated, whatever the condition of the mental fune-
tion." Robert Barnes says that " asylum authorities should
employ gynecologists to make such gynecological examinations.
rhere was no reason why a wonan in an asylum, who was suffer-
ing from a uterine complaint, should not have it attended to
whether or not it made any difference to lier mental condition."
Skene says: "The psychologist may have a number of insane
patients who suffer from uterine and ovarian diseases which nay
escape his notice."

Among the first to put into practical operation gynecological
treatment ainong the insane was iManton, who, about twelve years
ago, commenced to investigate along these lines in the Eastern
Michigan Asylui. After some years' experience in this work, lie
says: "I have never operated on an insane woman, no natter to
what extent demented, without some relief to lier mental condition
and a decided improvement in the personal confort of the patient."

About eight years ago the late Dr. Rohé, then Superintendent
of the Maryland Hospital for Insane, commenced to examine the
fenale insane under bis charge with reference to the presence or
absence of pelvie disease. fie states that 40 of the first 100
examined had lesions of the sexual organs that would justify
operative interference. Having the courage of his convictions and
a knowledge of the art of gynecology he carried out the necessary
treatment. His subsequent observations led him to the conclusion.
that earlier operation in appropriate cases would very largely
increase the proportion o! recoveries."

In the beginning of the year 1895, my superintendent, Dr.
Bucke, appointed a consulting gynecologist, Dr. Meek, who, in con-
junction v 'th niyself, laid plans for the systernatic investigation
and prosec .ion of the work in the London Asylum. We carefully
examined the histories of a large number of cur feinale inmates,.
but found verv little information that would guide us in making a
selection of cases. Wie questioned many patients as to the fune-
tions of their roproductive organs, but found such procedure barren

* 6
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of results owing to their deranged niental condition. Finally we
selected froin among these soine of the young and middle-aged
females who had married and borne children, and procceded, vith
the aid of an anesthetic, to inake systematie exaininations. The
results of our labors elicited the surprising faet that gynecie disease
was the rule and not the exception in these cases. \Ve have been
accused of inagining lesions in these exaininations; but the list
which I w'ill give is anythling but imaginary, casily diagnosed, and
were undoubtedly present.

We have had, diu:incr the past five -s, over 800 women under
observation, and have actually exaiind 220. Of these we found
distinct lesions of the pelvic organs in 188, or 85 per cent. of those
examined. This would represent that over 23 per cent. uf our
insane female population had soie complicating lesion of the re-
productive systemn. Glancing briefly at the pathological lesions
diagnosed in the 188 womej, there were found subinvoluted uteri
,r endometritis or both in 132 cases; eome 18 wonien gave evidence
of dysmenorrhea or menurrhagia, 62 had diseased or lacerated
-cervices and 5 had cervical polypi; retroverted or prolapsed uteri
were present in 66 patients and 18 had new growths-16 being
myomatous and 2 malignant, 33 had marked disease of the ovaries
and tubes and 37 had lesions of the vagina-ranging froin fistula
to complete tears of the perineum. In all there were diagnosed
371 lesions in the 188 patients.

This presents a somewhat formidable list, but when it is con-
sidered that those examined were selected as possible cases of
pelvic disease and numbered only one-fourth of the femiale patients
in residence during the past five years, it will appear less startling
than at first sight.

Having thus demionstrated by actual exainination that much
physical disease of this nature existed among our female insane,
and knowing that, if similar disease existed among their sane
sisters, relief would be sought for by them for such ailments,
we deemed it our duty to remove these sources of physical il!-
health in our charges. To do tiis we adopted the best gyneco-
logical methods in vogue, and have to date operated upon 173
female patients. The surgical ineasures carried out consisted of
curettage, 131 tiies; trachelorrhaphy or amputation of the cervix;
53, Alexander operations, 37; ventro suspension of the uterus, 13.
perineorrhaphies, 27; ovariotoiies, 22; hysterectonies, abdominal,
14; hysterectomies, vaginal, 9; iyonectomies, 3; celiotomy for
tubercular peritonitis, 2. This makes a total of 311 operations.
some patients needing two or more operations to remedy two or
more lesions found in their cases.

As a result of this work we considered that a distinct advance
had been made towards restoring the physical health of these
unfortunates. In this we were rarely disappointed. If this were
the sole end attained we considered that mucli had been accom-
plished. But there occurred, however, mental phenomena that
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un to us w ere reimarkable in their imanifestations. We witnessed,
in some cases, that an iimediate restoration of the iiental fune-
tiojus followed the operation. We observed. in oth*eis, a steady
progression towards a normal mental condition.

That curious mental phases depended upon the presence of utero-
v\ arian disease had already been discussed by Regis in his " Manual
of Mental Medicine," where lie says, <the psychic disorders follow
exactly the phases of utero-ovarian symiptoims, increasing with
them, or, on the other hand, improving or disappearing as the latter
improved or disappeared."

Classifying the cases operated upon, under the head of the
principal pelvie disease renoved iii each case, we get definite and
ý,duable information as to the relative influence of the various
lesions in naintaining or creating mental alienation.

1. After the reimioval of ovarian and tubal disease in 24 patients
there occurred a return to sanity in 15, or 63 per cent., an improve-
iment in 4, or 17 per cent.; no change in 3, or 12 per cent.; and 2,
ur 8 per cent., died from coiplicating pneumouia, one on the seventh
alnd the other on the twelfth day succeeding operation.

2. Following 72 cases, in which disease of the lining, body or
iek of the uterus was corrected: 33, or 46 per cent., recovered
mentally; 14, or 19 per cent., iniproved ; and 25, or 35 per cent.,
reaained stationary.

3. Correcting retro-dsplaced and prolapsed uteri in 47 caseq
was followed by mental recovery in 17, or 36 per cent.. mental
improvement in 12, or 26 per cent., no change took place in the
mental condition of 17, or 36 pur cent.; and 1, or 2 per cent., died,
deatl beiiig caused fromu exhaustion brought on by henorrhage,
induced by patient tearing away the ligatures.

4. The extirpation of tumors ialignant and benign in 20 cases
w as succeeded by 6 recoveries, or 30 per cent.; 8 iinproved, or 40
pir (--nt,; 5 remained unimproved, or 20 per cent. ; an 1, or 5 per
cent., died.

5. lepairing of injuries to vagina in 10 cases brought about
mental recovery in 2, or 20 per cent., mental inprovenent in 3, or
.30 per cent., and 5, or 50 per cent., failed to show any change.

Suniining up the 173 gynecological cases I find that, subsequent
tu operatioi, 73, or 42 per cent., recovered nmentally , 41, or 24 per
ceIt., improved mentally ; 55, or 32 pur cent., the mental condition
reimained stationary; a<nd 4, or 2 per cent., died. Fron this it is
e ident that 114, or two-thirds of the whole number, were bene-
fited directly or indirectly, botli physically and mentally, by the
surgical treatment carried out.

To illustrate the rapidity of the mental convalescence in sonie
aid the slow iiprovement in others, I will give briefly the histôry
of a few cases

S. C., aged 26, admitted into the London Asylum, Novem-
ber lOth, 1896, suffering froi chronic mania. She had spent
nearly fiv.e years already in other asyluius, andi had been pro-
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nounced a hopeless case. She liad suffered physically and mnentally
during lier inenstrual periods from the time of puberty, w'hich
gradually developed into a continuous mania. Examination
revealed that the left ovary had become a multilocular cyst as
big as an orange. This was removed by operation on December
1st, 1896. She made an uninterrupted physical recovery. For
two months after operation ber mental condition showed no
change, being interspersed with outbursts of maniacal violence.
After the last of these attacks passed away, she appeared quite
sane and lias for two and a half years been p-'·fectly well.
Recently she lias taken up the profession of nursing.

S. L., aged 33. When admitted in December 9th, 1897,
had been insane since receiving an injury resulting in disease of
the pelvie organs, caused by falling from a tree sixteen years
previous to operation. She had been in an asyluin before. Exam-
ination showed a pelvic mass, which, during operation, proved to
be agglutinated uterus, ovaries, tubes and small intestines. The
uterus and its adnexa were removed on January 11th, 1898. After
the shock of operation had passed she conversed and acted quite
rationally and remained w\vell until discharged. A recent com-
munication from lier states ýhat she still retains good mental
health.

P. E., aged 40. Was comitted to the asylum on December
Gth, 1890. She lad been an inmate for five years before an
examination of the pelvic contents was made. A ttention was
drawn to her by the existence of menorrhagia. It was .found that
the uterus was several times larger than normal, and the endo-
metrium was lined with a gelatinous deposit. Vaginal hysterec-
tomy was done on February 18th, 1896, and she consequently
made a good recovery. The maniacal mental condition slowly but
surely disappeared, and she was discharged a year ago apparently
as well as she was previous to lier insanity.

McM. M., aged 27. Was sent to us for mental treatment
on May 9th, 1895. She was a case of simple mania, having
an occasional outburst of violent crying. Being unmarried she
was not examined until December, 1898. Our attention was
drawn to lier by an attack of severe hemorrhage vhich issued
from a tear of the labia majora made by herself. The examina-
tion revealed a tumor of the left ovary which, when removed, on
March 28th, 1899, was found to be a dermoid cyst, containing
well-formed teeth, hair, and seven ounces of sebaceous matter.
She made the usual convalescence, and since operation has appeared
perfectly well, but is still under observation although six mnonths
have elapsed since the operation.

F. A., aged 30. Was found wandering deniented on the
G. T. R. station platform, of London, and could give no account of
herself. Later on we found that she came from Buffalo, and had
been in an asylum there. Sie lad been insane for three years.
A diagnosis was made of sexual derangement, which proved to be
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On operation, December 25th, 1896, an adherent uterus and ovaries
bound down to the cul-de-sac. Separation of the adhesions,
removal of the ovaries, which were badly diseased, and a ventro-
suspension of the uterus were the surgical measures carried ont.
For two days succeeding the operation she was violently excited;
but on the third appeared quite sane and remained so for six
iîontlhs, when she returned to her friends in Pennsylvania.

E. E., aged 44. A case of delusional mania, which, at the time
of operation, was of two years' duration and apparently hope-
less. Curettage of a subinvoluted uterus and repair of a lacerated
cervix, on Juily 2nd, 1895, was followed by immediate inprove-
ment both physically and nentally. She lias been home with her
friends for four years now, remaining mentally well.

IL is evident, from the recital of tiese cases, that diseases of the
organs whose physiological function is the reproduction of the
species, are strong factors in deternining the status of the men-
tality of woman. It would also seem from this, that it is of the
highest importance to the preservation of the mental equilibrium
that the condition of the pelvie organs should be early inquired
into if a wonan presents premonitory symptoms indicating the
onset of insanity.

It is not clained that the removal of pelvie lesions is a panacea
for all mental derangements in women. It will not be denied,
however, that these diseases are powerful factors in undermining a
woman's bodily health and creating a host of nervous disorders,
until the brain becomes incapable.of performing its normal fune-
tions. When this stage is reached she rapidly crosses the Rubicon
into the domain of insanity, and lands in an asylum often a hope-
less, helpless lunatic. I an willing to admit that a certain number
Uf these women would probably have recovered their reason with-
out renoval of the coiplicating pelvie lesion as many were of aminor type. I am positive, however, that recovery, even in these
cases, was lastened by the appropriate treatment of the genital
disease.

Conceding all this, there still romains a large number of wo-men
wlho would never have been restored to mental soundness were it
not tlrough the instrumientality of surgical interference, and that
these women would have still been reckoned among the lopeless
incurables comprising the major population of London Asylum.

The fact that 52 of the 114 patients, who eitler recovered or
imîprovedi mentally, liad been insane two years or more prior to the
removal of the cumplicating genital lesion, is iii itself presumptive
evidence of the relation of physical cause to mental effect.

Tliat gynecology is of great value as an adjunet to ordinary
a.glum methods can be approximately determined by compar'ng
the number of females disclarged recovered and improved, during
the past eight years, as published in the reports relating to this
asylum. 'Plie numbe-; discharged for the last quadrennial period,
during which ihe gynecological surgery lias been added to our
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armiamentariun, reached the high total of 51 per cent. on the
admissions, as compared with 33 per cent. for the previous four
years, w'hen no gynecological surgery existed. This represents a
gain of over 50 per cent. on former methods, which gives a fair
estimate of the actual value of this additional method in the treat-
ment of the insane.

It mnay be urged by sonie that the operatiw. itself, and the
subsequent special attention, was the principal factor in ie nental
recovery of many of these patients; but our experience in the
surgical treatnent of inguinal hernia by the Bassini method in 23
cases effectually sets aside this criticisin, as no mental recoverv
was attained in these although the surgical means employed and
the subsequent nursing were parallel. It bas also been clained
that the use of an anesthetic nay be an aid in clearing up the
clouded mental condition ; but our experience succeeding 600
general anesthetizations warrants us in saying tlhat after the iinue-
diate effect of the anesthetic passes off the mentl state of these
patients is neither worse nor better froin its application.

It is interesting in conclusion to note the relative value tie
various lesions have in the pro(duction or in the maintenance of
cerebral disturbance, by dividing then into three groups.

1. ttero-ovarian disease of an inflamratory origin received
attention in 96 cases. The recovery rate following the elimination
of these derangements was exactly 50 per cent., or i in 2 cases.

2. Utero-ovarian displacements being corrected in 47 cases
were followed by 36 per cent. of recoveries, or 1 in 3 cases.

3. Utero-ovarian tumors and vaginal lesions of a non-inflamii-
matory type being attended to in 30 cases were succeeded by 2C
per cent. mental recoveries, or 1 in 4 cases.

From this comparison we deduce the fact that organie lesions
of the infl.ammatory type are the most prominent factors anon.-
pelvic diseases in exciting mental estrangement, and that displaced
organs rank next in importance, and tunors last in the order of
causation.

As to why this is so can only be conjectured, and several plaus-
ible theories may be propounded in explanation of these phenome'mL;
but there is one fact at least that stares us in the face and cannut
be overlooked, viz., that neglect of gynecie surgery in any institu-
tion for the treatment of the insane is a serio s omission, as where
so many women are congregated together there mnust exist (as w
have already shown) many cases of unsuspected and, if not investi-
gated, untreated forms of pelvie disease.
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EXTREME EtIACIATION IN MYSTERIA, WITH NOTES
OF A CASE.*

BY T. BEATIf, B.A., M.B.(TOR.), wINNIPEG.

THERE are a few classes of cases in which our diagnosis can be
cunclusively confirmiied witlhout the unpleasantness (froi a patienit's
.ýtanidpoint) of au autopsy. The success of treatment in malaria
and syphilis gives to the diagnosis au inianobility which it would
require an irresistible furce tu disludge. Beluonging to the samie list
is the case I present to you.

E. 1., a young girl, born in 1873, of sound parents, was one of
a lealthy family nunbering twelve, and at fifteen years of age was
fuur feet nine inches higi, weighing one hundred pounds. A
farmier's uldest child, all lier life had been spent in the country,
except the two years between the ninth and eleventh of lier age,
m ien they resided in town. At fifteei she spent a winter with anu
aunt, at C--n, at school, suflring during that tine fromn consti-
patiun, having only one stool in nine or ten days. At sixteen she
had fits, four or five a day, and more at night, which started. with
twitching in the linbs and grinding of the teeth, after which the
mc;uth frothed, the eyes rolled up and remnained open and set. In
this state she would lie somnetimes for three hours. Tiese con-
tinued for six weeks. 11er appetite gradually left lier, and she got
bu thin that about October lst, 1890, eighteen mouths after the
fits, she could not stand, and spent four weeks in bed, weighing,
lier parents say, forty-two pounds. After thi: she rallied soie,
and is now just able to walk.

Condition July, 1891: Patient eighteen years of age, very tlin,
aid weighs, witl heavy boots, cloth-ing, hat, and shawl, 432 pounds,
ueasuring as follows: Wrist, 3 in., mid-furearmu, 5 in.; elbow, 6 in.
mnid-humeral, 41 in.; malleuli, 7. in., two inches above malleoli,
4- in.; thickest calf, 6î in.: thickest thigh, 7 in.; chest, 22 in.;
full inspiration, 23 in.; full expiration, 20î in.; waist, 14 in. to
15 in.; ant. sup. spines, 7.] in. ; wvideet part of ilia, 9 in.

She had iiever mensti ..ated. Her rgans were in every respect
iiormîal, exeept she complained of deafnes.s without apparent. cause.
Fuur weeks of partial segregation and Weir Mitchell treatment
r ised her weiglt even pounds, and gave lier and lier friends suci
con fideneu in lier powers uf recuperatiu that she was soun well un
the way to recovery, and in a short time could walk three tind 0.
half miles alone. Some two or three years later I saw her, a
plump, rosy, busy little girl, not only enjoying life herself, but,
besides, permitting ber fa.mily to have some comfort.

I have ventured to call attention to this case, looking to a brief
consideration of three points: (1) The extreme enaciation.; (2) the

* Rcad'before the Canadian Medical Association meeting, 1899.
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comparative absence of other symptoms; (3) the nosological place
of mucoûs colitis.

1. That this is extreme emaciation I think all will admit.
Osler, in connection. with this disease, says. " Death may, howN everc,
follow with extreme emaciation. In a fatal case recently under
my care the girl weighed only 49 pounds. No lesions were found
post mortem." Some others speak of 70 and 5 pounds as being
" wasted to the Ilimit of wasting." This girl at fifteen weighed 100
pounds, and two and a half years later 42 pounds, as I was told by
lier friends, who said they thouglht she would weigh about that
now. Before placing lier on the scales I estimated her at less tian
42 pounds, but with rather heavy clothing on she weighed 43.j
pounds, and yet she was not only able to ride ten miles in a lumber
wagon sitting upon a backless seat, but walked upstairs to iy
office with very little assistance. One who lias not seen such a
case can hardly conceive the appearance of a skin drawn tightly
over a jointed skeleton. Her frequent smile, instead of causiug a
bilging of the cheeks in curving, fatty waves, was marked by a
broadening of the mouth and a few furrows in the flat drawn
cheek. Generally a dry, harsh skin seemed to fit closeiy the
prominent bones and ribbon-like muscles that could be felt ; but
the skin of the face was clear, and the eyes, though sunken, were
not encircled in black. The only approach to this state that I haN
seen has been in marasmic infants. That the wasting is greater in
this than in probably any other malady is due, I think, to the fact
that it is uncomplicated by any other disease, and so the constitu-
tion can withstand and recover fron such grades of nalnutrition
as.if complicated with cancer, tuberculosis, or any form of enteric
'disease would prove fatal. And, besides, this trouble is more
prevalent in adolescence when the elasticity, vital or resisting
power, is supposed to be highest, while others imarked by leanness,
more particularly cancer of the esophagus cr stomacli, are mnor.
prone to occur in older people in whom the thread of life snaps
more easily. Even among h.ysterics, I think this·case reached a low
point in nutrition without serious inconvenience owing to the
absence of other hysterical symptoins. It is reasouable to think
that the spasms, convulsions, prolonged total abstinence, polyuria,
anuria, contractures, hyper- and an-esthesioe, which usually figure
so prominently in the history of these severe cases, must of them-
selves be a considerable strain on the constitution. And the
history of this case seems to confirm that impression, for the
amount of food assimilated must have lien less than in some other
cases, yet thé consequent disturbance was less.

l-,. Among the reasons for the non-development of other special
symptoms in this case were the distance froin doctors (only two
being consulted during the course of the disease, one calling it
epilepsy and the other consumption); the mother's care being
necessary for the eleven younger children, the straitened circun-
stances of the family, and the paucity of sympathizing friends on
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the prairie. These were ali anti-hysteric, but above all I believe
was the fortunate mistake of a physician in diagnosing " consump-
tion." Parental belief in this removed the case fron the list of
rL're, curious, and wonderful diseauses, and placed it in the coninon-
place list wlhere anorexia, wasting and death were natural, and to
be waited and watched for with due composure. It required a
\ ery hysteric case to withstand sucl treatmenit for two years. In
passing. I would say that any pliysician who, after expressing
before the patient his excessive wonder at the great peculiarities
anid inexpressible anomalies presented, and who, after adding by
bis suggestive questions, other disorders, fails to anend the con-
dition, is equally culpable with lim who treats corrosive poisoning
by giving carbolic acid, or opium poisoning by administering
mlîorphine, for they invariably make the patient worse and each
unIsuccessful attempt makes treatmient more difficult. I found this
a comparatively virgin case, and so tolerably easy to manage. A
imonth or six weeks' segregation, with massage and electricity,
gave lier and lier parents confidence in the diagnosis, and treat-
ment was successfully carried out by them at home.

3. Incidentally the subject of nucous colitis cones up because
the tough, slimy mucus tlat accompanied the fecal evacuations for
the first two weeks, were very characteristic of what is usually
described as mueous colitis. The long, tougli, slimy band,
found miostly on one side of the liard feces, seemed to indicate
its formation originally in the empty bowel, the descending
feces pushing it to one side, whence, after becomning more or
less adierent, they were voided together. I have been unable in
thîis and other sucli cases to find sufficient reason for the use of the
tern colitis, giving it the prominence of a special law-abiding
disease instead of treating it as an hysterical, anomalous. non-
conformnist symptonm. " Colitis " shîould evidently be applied only
w here there is an intiammation, and sufficient evidence to show
that there is inflannatory action in these cases seems to be want-
ing. Of the ordinary synptons of inflammation all are absent
except the pain and functional disturbance, and as these cases occur
remarkably in hysterical women, lie who, in them, bases his
diagnosis of inflammation on tiese two symptoms, miglit fill text-
books with rare and evanescent inflammations in all parts of the
body. Besides, the disturbance of function differs fromn thiat vhich
usually characterizes inflammation of hollow organs, for instead of
frequent thin discharges with tenesmus you have constipatibn and
usually liard stools. The pain, unlike the more or less steady pain
or inflammation, bas in my experience, been severe only when
attention was directed to it. In fact, one lady, wlo brought nie a
milucous band several feet long (thinking it was tapeworm), iad
Nery little pain till I was unfortunate enough to inquire particularly
about it, when, of course, she had it, and she continued to have it
for a few times, wheiµ it wore off. Autopsies showing this condi-
tioi uncomîpliéated' are necessarily rare, hysterics are, unfortunately,
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long-lived. Osler examined two and found no lesions. Inflain-
matory lesions are recorded, but it is quite possible to have a
genuine colitis complicate this symptoma of hysteria, or in an
hysterical person mistaken for the disorder we are considering;
but what I am maintaining is that there is an hysterical symptoi
(indefinite abdominal pain associated with the discharge of long
strings of mucus per anum and usually constipation) which is in no
way associated with colitis. And they never should have been so
associated, as such a combination, besides being nisleading scien-
tifically, does positive harn to our hysterical patints by giviig
them a false claim to that sympathy which should be given to any
organic disease, and renders treatment much more difficult because
the base of successful treatnent of hysteria lies in our thorough
assurance that no organie lesion exists.

A NEW EPOCH IN HOSPITAL EVOLUTION.

BY ERNEST HALL, M.D.

IN the evolition of scientific medicine the hospital becomes more
and more a necessity. We have seen the developmnent of specialties
folloved by the erection of special hospitals, which, in the main,
have been an advantage, both to the patient, the physician and the
student, and in the further elaboration of therapeutics we shall
meet with the necessity for additional institutions. The multipli-
cation of agencies is, in itself, disastrous, unless some great
advantage is to be derived therefrom. That such necessity exists
for the developmentof an institution to, stand nidway between the
General Hospital, on the one hand, and the asylumn, upon the other, is
apparent to those who are in touch with the present state of
" psychic " therapeutics. The application of modern methods of
investigation, diagnosis, and treatnent to the female insane has
marked P.n era in the progress of medicine. We no longer consider
the unfortunate insane patient as " possessed," but consider the
mental aberration but the psychic expression of physical disease,
and such disease offers a field for closer investigation than bas
hitherto been afforded ib.

In advocating the development of an institution specially
adapted for the treatinent of those who have manifested psychic
abnormality, and have marked physical lesion, I do not wish to
underrate the most excellent work done in many of our asylums,
but to indicate a spbere of usefulness, which, while not conflicting
with the General Hospital nor the asylum, would be of niaterial
assistance in the furtherance of a much-needed work. The purpose
of such an institution would be -(a) to receive and treat aggravated
forms of nervous disease, and (b) cases of insanity in which a definite
local lesion could be found.
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Our present system of dealing with the advent of mental
disturbance is unworthy of the intelligence of the profession and
the humanitarian activities of the age. It is unjust and cruel to
co-nxnit to the asylum upon the development of mental trouble, too
often without even an attenpt to examine for local disease..
Frequently it bas been my duty to disagree with iy cufreres in
cases of recent insanity, and advocate the hospital in preference to
the asyluin. Not a few patients have received treatient, and have
returned to their homes cured both physically and iientally. By
means of such an institution the stigiia attached to the asylum
residence could in many cases be avoided, a imatter of no small
importance as long as erroneous notions concerning insanity are
prevalent. Mental abnornality, as dependent upun physical diseases,
inust be made an axiom of practice, and not one of theory only.

In order to meet the purpose here suggested, sucli an inistitution
would necessitate a different arrangement of wards to that found in
our hospitals, in order that greater facilities could be had for
violent cases, with conveniences for control if necessary, and as far
as possible, with absence of all suggestion of forcible restraint. I
would suggest that such an institution become an organie part of
our hospital. under the saine management, or, if a distinct institution,
could be placed under similar public management. IL is not
necessary at this stage to enter into a discussion of the medico-
surgical staff, or the requirements of nursing, but merely to indicate
that with a staff composed of alienists, physicians, surgeons and
gyneologists, not omitting a pathologist, a more systematic and
searching inquiry could be made into this class of cases than can
be done in many of our hospitals for the insane as at present con-
stituted. With sucli facilities the scientific study of this class of
cases would be made possible.

. The treatment of the insane is the question of the day with a
few, and it is one of the questions of the next decade with the
many, and perhaps second only in importance to the destruction of
the tubercle bacillus. I urge that such an institution as here out-
lined be supported in part, at least, by publie funds, since so many
of the cases of insanity develop among those unable to pay the
rates of the private hospital and sanitariunm.

As an indication of the necessity such an institution would
meet, I herewith give brief histories of six patients, in connection
with all of whom were suggestions of asylum residence inade, and
in several cases consulting physicians had advised removal to the
asylum, but upon finding weli-marked local lesion in each case, I
recommended that they receive appropriate treatment, either at
their homes or in the hospital, with the result that ail are to-day
with their families.

CAsE 1.-Mrs. D., aged 27, one child six years old, not pregnant
since, convalescence from confinement slow, has not been strong
since. Had delusions of lier husband trying to poison ber; would
frequently w'ander from home, and be found in liouses of acquaint-
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ances in distant parts of the city. Examination iwitlout anesthesia
showed retroversion with adhesions. Condition of appendages could
not be made out. Operation: IRight ovary contained cyst size of a
walnut. This was, removed. with its tube, also left tube removed;
adhesions brokén up. Convalescence normal, left hospital upon
eigheenth day. For a week after returning to be.r home had
occasional desire to get up and go out without lier clothes on, but
since one month from operation has been perfectly normal mentally.

CAsE 2.-Miss H., aged 18. For several months had acted in an
excitable and strange manner, worse during monstruation. For
three weeks before I saw her she manifested decided mania, at
times suicidal. Previoud history: Hfad an attack of typhoid fever,
with inflammation of the bowels four years ago; complained of
pain in rigit side, increased by walking. Had leucorrhea.
Examination: No hymen. Retroversion with adhesions, right
ovary enlarged ; general salpingitie adhesions, profuse leucorrhea.
Operative treatmnent, March 7th: Rcmoved appendages, with
excention of part of riglt ovary, small par-ovarian cyst, also
remnoved elongated and congested appendix. Result: Better for
two days after operation-worse again, but improved; and at end
of four weeks was perfectly sound physically and mentally.

CAsE 3.-Mrs. S., aged 42. Six children, three miscarriages, no
history of inflammation, complained of pain in tie head for eight
or nine months, low spirited, with ielancholia for two years. For
last ten months had excitable periods three or four times a day,
lasting a few weeks. Would run away from home, destroy furni-
ture, threatened to commit suicide. Examination showed cervical
tear, with enlargements and adhesions on right side. Curettage
and amputation of cervix, varicocele of ligament, with bilateral
inflammatory disease. I removed both appendages. Convaléscence
noi-mal. Patient is much better, but still gives indication of mental
abnormality. Remains at home, and assists in the house-work.

CASE 4.-Mrs. G., aged 28. Married eight years, four children.
Atter second child, six years ago, gave indications of. mental
trouble, and again after third child; after birth of fourth child,
two years ago, she became worse, and has remained incapable ever
since. Insanity of mild type, wanders from home, takes no interest
in affairs; worse previous to, during and directly after, menstrua-
tion. Examinnation: bilateral laceration of cervix, enlarged ovaries.
Amputation of cervix. Left ovary enlarged, removed with tube.
'Right presented two cirrhotic nodules, was resected, and tube
remnoved. Convalescence normal. Mental condition improved.

CASE 5.-Mrs. K., aged 50, seven children. For several years
suffered from pelvie pain, worse during the rainy season. Two
years ago became melancholic, improved some duriiig the suminer,
but nielancholia returned with delusions. Examination: Perineum
-ruptured, adhesions excessively tender over broad -ligaments.
Operated on in lier own house. Clitoris found adherent with
retention of smegma, double varicocele of broad ligament. Append-
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ages removed, and uterus ventrofixed. Convalescence normal.
Mental condition normal after one month.

CASE 6.-Aged 36. Never pregnant. Kind1'r referred by Dr.
Mc'au ghton, of Vancouver. For six years complained of pain in
side. . or several years she suffered from mental confusion, prcvious
to and during menstruation. Becane worse, would throw away
lier clothing, would scream loudly, threaten suicide, etc. She had
passed through the usual ordeal of treatment for misplaceient, etc.,
etc. Examination showed masses upon both sides of the uterus, w,,itlh
dense adhesions. Operated on in City Hospital, Vancouver. Riglt
ovary enlarged, cystic, and containing mass of liard blood clot size
of marble. Left ovary enlarged, stroma destroyed. Tubes dis-
organized by inflammation, universal adhesions. Convalescence
normal. Mental condition improving, though slowly.

Other cases might be added, but sufficient evidence is submitted
to suggest the desirability of a more painstaking attitude towards
the subjects of insanity. No class of patients stands in such urgent
necessity, and none have been so micli neglected. "Insanity is a
symptom, and the removal of iLs cause brings recovery. In no
disease is proper medical treatment so needed at the beginning.'

In the absence of the psychopathic hospital, we must endeavor to
discharge our duty to this class of patients by utilizing the public
hospitals for the mild cases, and manage the others, as best we can,
iii private houses.

THE SNALLPOX OUTBREAK IN ESSEX.

RY P. H. BRYCE, M.A., M.D.,
Secretary-Provincia Board of Hleath.

IN view of the mild character of many cases of the disease which
occurred in the recent smallpox outbreak in Essex, leadin-g many
persons, even physicians, to question the nature of the disease, the
followiug facts supplied to Dr. Bryce, Secretary Provincial Board of
Health, by Dr. Bryans, of Toronto, who was physician in charge
of the cases in West Tilbury Township, will be of much interest:

The disease appeared in Il houses, with 85 inmates. Of these
4 had had sinallpox previously and did not take this disease. Of
the balance 51 had been vaccinated, 23 had been done during the
presence of the disease in the district; and of these 25 or 50 per
cent. took this disease in a mild form. Thirty had never been
vaccinated; and of these 26 or 86.6 took the disease more severely.
Of those with well-marked old cicatrices not one person took the
disease, and only two with old cicatrices took the disease, and then
only in a nild form.

The following is a summary of cases by families:
Family of S'-Tôtal members 6: Recently vaccinated, probably
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previous to exposure; 4 wore successful, took disease so light as
hardly to be recognizable as such; 2 vaccinated unsuccessfully,
took disease with inoderate scverity.

Family of T.--Total menmbers 9: 3 with good old cicatrices, all
escaped; 6 recently vaccinated, probably prior to exposure to dis-
ease, all took disease in a mild form. One, the mother, had one
slight old cicatrix.

Family of C.-Total members' 7: 1 hnd had smallpox in child-
hood, had lost an eye, and had anchylosis of elbow, he escaped; 5
with cizatrices from former vaccinations, all escaped; 1 recently
vaccinated had a mild attack.

Famiily of D.-Total members 12: 8 with good old cicatrices,
all escaped; 3 recently vaccinated had a moderato attack; 1, a
baby, not vaccinated had a semi-confluent attacl.

Family of J.-Total members 6: 1 with old cicatrix escaped
disease; 5 not vaccinated all had the disease, not aeverely.

Family of G.--Total members 10: 4 with old vaccination
marks escaped; of 6 not vaccinated 5 had disease with moderate
severity; 1 had fever, and had probably the disease without any
rash.

Family of I.-Total members 4: 1 with old mark escaped; 3
with recent vaccination had mild forin of disease, exposure prior
to vaccination.

Family of B.-Total members 7: 1 had previously smallpox
and escaped; 2 had old cicatrices not well niarked, took disease
once with moderate severity; 4 not vaccinated took disease
severely.

Family uf M.-Total members 6: 2 with old cicatrices escaped;
4 not vaccinated took disease with moderate severity.

Family of R.-Total members 9; 1 had liad smallpox previously
and escaped; 3 with good cicatrices, all escaped; 5 not vaccinated
took disease with moderate severity.

Family of R -Total members 9: 1 had previously had dis-
case and escaped; 2 had old cicatrices, 1 of these took disease
mildly; 6 had been vaccinated during this outbreak and took the
Cisease mildly. In these cases the vaccine seemed to have taken
well.

Four remarkable facts stand out prominently in these statistics:
lst. The practically absolute protection of a previous attack.
2nd. The practically absolute protection of a prior vaccination

where a good cicatrix is present.
3rd. The power of a recent vaccination running concurrently

in the system to greatly modify the severity of the discase.
4th. That a lymph of attenuated virulence, Vhile producing in

appearance a fairly successful vaccination, fails to be more than a
partial protection although very recently performecd. It does not
seem to have donc more than modify the -,everity of the disease.
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Ortbopedic Surgery. j
...IX CilARtR op .. .

n. E. McKENZIE, B.A., M3.B., %ND nl. P. II. GALLOWAY, 31 ).

THE TECHNIQUE OF OSTEOTOMY.

Dms ("Trans. Amer. Orthopedic Assn.," Vol. XII.) advances the
general proposition that in linear osteotomy for the correction of
deformity, the bone incision should be made on the concave and
not on the convex side of the bone. Osteotomy for the correction
of genu v algum is used as an illustratkon. I divided on the
convex side a more extensive eut in the bene is required, thus
incrcasing the danger of accidentally w'ounding the surroundig
structures; morcover when the bone is straightened subsequently
by forcible manipulation the rernaining undivided concave portion
is broken. When on the contrary the bone is divided on the con-
cave aspect, the undivided portion of bone and periosteumi act as a
hinîge when force is applied, bending rather than breaking, thus
serving as a bond of union between the fragments and preventing
their separation Again, the freer separation of the fragments
which occurs when the bone is fully broken gives rise to the
formation of an unnecessary amount of callus. Further, much
greater force is necessary to complete the straightening when the
section is made on the convex side, for in straightening a curved
bone the convex surface is compressed and the concave surface
receives all the strain; therefore if the convex surface be divided
the boue is not -weakened nearly as much as when the section is
made on the concave si rface. After partial division of the bone
the author prefers to complote the straightening by the use of a
special osteoclast of his own devising istead of resorting to
inanual manipulation as is usually done.

(The proposition advanced is correct theoretically and mechanie-
ally, and, in the case of the instanced operation-osteotomy
of the femur above the condyles for knock-knee-is cor-
rect practically. But in certain cases where osteotomy is
required, the attempt to follow this rule would add greatly
to the difficulties and dangers of the operation. In operating
for bow legs it is usually sufficient to deal with the tibia only,
and this bone may be safely and properly divided on the uiner
concave surface. But in some cases of tis defurmity the fibula
also requires to be cut, and it eau only be reached fron the
outside convex. side ùn1less a saw be enployed in place of the
osteotome. In certain cases of knock-knee also, the deformity is
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due to outward bending of the tibia and fibula, and it is botter to
operate on these bones than to perforin the usual operation above
the condyles of the feinur. But to divide the outer concave surface
of the tibia in sueh cases would involve not a little risk of wound-
ing the anterior tibial artery and nerve. Again, in the very com-
mon operation of osteotoiny just below the great trochanter of the
femur, for deformity following hip-disease, or due to coxa vart,
few surgeons would care to court unnecessary danger and difliculty
by attacking the boue on its inner surface wheu it cai be much
more safely reached from the outside. The use of an osteoclast to
complote the straightening of the bone after partial division with
the chisel seems to the writer of very doubtful advantage.)

11. P. H. G.

Partial Luxation of Humerus Following Acute Anterior
Poliomyelitis.-Waterman (" Trans. Amer. Orthopedie Assn.," Vol.
XII.) gives the history of a boy aged twelve years, who, as a result
of acute anterior poliomyelitis occurring in infancy, presented well-
marked facial paralysis, diminislied sense of hearing in left car,
atrophie paralysis of the deltoid, teres ininor, supraspinatus and
infraspinatus muscles, and atrophy of the biceps and of the flexor
muscles of the arm. The shoulder joint was so relaxed by the
muscular paralysis that the patient could produce a forward sub-
luxation of the head of the humerus and thon reduce it spon-
taneously. Four illustrations accompany the article. H. 1. H. G.

Laboratory Notes from the Leiter United States Army
Hospital, Chickamauga, Ga.-During the past summer an excel-
lent opportunity of testing the value of Widal's reaction was
afforded by the considerable number of cases of typhoid lever
treated in this hospital. Unfortunately, patients seldom reached
the hospital until the second week of the disease, and hence the value
of the rea-.tion as an aid in the early diagnosis could not be tested.
Dried blood, diluted with water 1 15, was used, and in all cases
where the agglutination took place very rapidly a further dilution
was made in order to eliminate the question of a possible pseudoY
reaction. The test was applied on 218 different days in 177 cases.
Of these, 146 were clinically diagnosed as typhoid fever, 5 of whon
shortly passed from observation. Of these, 134 gave a positive
reaction, 3 doubtful, the clumping not being characteristie and
second specimens of blood not being obtainable, and in 4 cases the
examination was negative. The reaction was not obtained in any
cases not typhoid fever. Two interesting cases bearing on the
question of immunity were noted, both having had typhoid fever
-one fourteen months and the other two years previously. Teither
gave the Widal reaction until the eighth day and both ran compar-
atively low temperature courses of short duration.-Boston Med. and
Surg. Jour.
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CLINICAL NOTES ON A CASE OF CARBOLIC ACID
POISONING.

I was called by telephone to sec this patient. She had been found
lying on the sidewalk on Davenport Rioad about half a mile outside
the city limits. When I got there, about thirty minutes after she
had been found, I found lier in an unconscious condition, with
pupils contracted and quick stertorous breathing. Her face was
pale, and she was in a state of deep coma. I thouglit at first she
had lad a heat-stroke, as she was lying exposed to the sun in the
niddle of the day, about 1- :f-past one i should judge; but, detecbing
a smell of carbolic acia, I soon found that each expiration was
laden with the smell of that drug. On examnining lier mouth the
inside of the lips was marked in places by the action of the drug,
but there was very little oun lier tongue. I thought at the time
from lier appearance and her general condition that she could not
possibly survive. However, f thouglit that as it was nearly an
hour in all probability since she had swallowed the poison,
ordinary antidotes would be utterly useless, so I gave lier a hypo-
dermic injection of sulphate of atropia, 1 of a grain, which seemed
to improve lier breathinig somewlat. In fifteen minutes I gave
lier a second injection of a like amount.

An old lady, who lived near, on pieking up lier parasol to keep
the sun off, discovered a piece of paper on which was written,
" Take me to 33 Burnfield Avenue. My son, John Keith." This
thoroughly convinced me that it was a case of poisoning. We took
ler to her son's house, where I gave lier another hypodermie of
atropia. There was very little change in lier condition-she still
breathed stertorously and was profoundly comatose. I had given
her in the meantime several small drauglits of linseed tea as a
demulcent. TheI hypodermies of atropia seemed always to make a
difference in her respiratory condition for the better. Her pulse,
whiclh had ranged from 110 to 118, and whicl was intermittent,
seemed now to become more steady. I now, at seven o'clock,
prescribed 15-minim doses of spiits of ammonia aromatic in
linseed tea, and ordered whiskey and white of egg mixture-the
white of an egg beaten up in two-tlirds of a cup of water, and

I.
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two tablespoonfuls of whiskey added, to be given frequently in
teaspoonful doses. At ialf-past ciglit shc vomited, and the emesis
still smelled strongly of the poison. Her conditioi gradually
assuined a restless character and she moanecd two or three times.
I now gave a hypodernmic of morphia 1 and atropia. She
quicted down and her pulse dropped to 100 and ber respirations
imnproved. At midnight she showed signs of becoming conscious,
but soon quieted down into sleep, which lasted till four o'clock,
wv'hen she again becane re-stless and was rolling from side to side
until 8 a.m. nîext nornin, when I gave her another hypoderie of
morphia and she rested until three o clock. She vas still ncon-
scious but had passe'd out of the coniatose state. In the ineantine
she lad still been talking the stimulants with the demulcents, and
had vonited once. That night she became p9rtially conscious,
twenty-five hours after having taken the drug, and vas in great
pain and asked where she was. I again gave her a hypodermic of
morphia, and next morning she scemed much better, ber pulse was
90, and ber respirations were 26. She complained of backache and
difficulty of swallowing. I gave ber a hypodermic of strychnia
sulph., and soda water aid millk as a nutriment, with a little thin
gruel occasionally in small' quantities. I saw her again that
evening, when she had diarrhea, with dark-colored urine next day.
She was quite herself, but complained of sore throat. I now asked
lier about the carbolie acid. She denied having taken any, but I
told lier that it was no use denying it and she confessed, saying
she had taken an ounce. She had bought the acid at a drug store,
and, at a small tin-shop on Bathurst Street, she had purchased a
tin cup. She poured the acid out into the cup and took it at IL
draught. She immediately took a drink of water at the creek
near by, threw the cup and bottle over the fence, walked 100 yards
furtlher west, and that is all she renembered. The way of taking
the acid at a draught explains why the lips and tongue vere so
little affected by the acid, and explains the soreness at the back of
the mouth. She inade an uneventful recovery. Despondency was
the reason for the act. A. 3. H.

The Sense of Hearing in the Insane.-V. E. Larionoff tested
the hearing in twenty cases of mental disease, in twelve of which
there were or had been at some time auditory hallucinations. Two
patients had fairly good hearing, but the others were either
entirely deaf in one car, or could hear thé watch only on contact
or at a distance of from one to six vershki. In nearly every case
bone conduction vas absent both for the watch and the tuniing
fork; yet nearly all could distinguish tones fairly well: The
author concludes froin this that there is a special musical centre
in the brain, and this conclusion, lie says, is confirmed by the
results of his physiological and anatomical investigations.-N. Y.
Med. Bec.
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___ Editorials. 
__

TUBERCULOSIS AND ALCOHOL.

Mî'flrcAt. authorities in Europe and Auterica are agreed tiat~ the
griv trust success so far achieved in the struggle againzýt tuberculosis

i1s clue to sanatorium treatment. Tihis mnethod bias growvn rapidly
in <h'rinany, the first establishmient of the kind, the People's Sani-
tarinrn in Faikzestein, hiaving, becit started in 1892. From that
titue the inovepient spread. rapidIy, the Imperial Insurance Corn-
piwy, the Ber]lin-Bi-a-ndenburgc Sanatoria Society, the Red Cross
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Societies each establishing sanatoria. Subsequently the Central
Conmittee for the establishment of sanatoria, with Prince Hohen-
lohe, the Inperial Chancellor, as president, secured more united
action and notably increased the number of establishments. It is
said that there are at present thi.:hy-three sanatoria in Germany.

Before beginning so formidable au undertaking, Germany first
settled the question of funds, recognizing that in this, as well as
other projects, money is the sinew of war. By an Imperial
law, a tax of 2 per cent. is imposed on all salaries, and the fund
thus created is employed to establish a pecuniary reserve. TPhis
tax, as an insurance against sickness, is obligatory on all parsons
earning salaris. Owing to the enormous disposable funds created
by this impost, it has been found possible to lower the rate of
taxation from 2 to 1 per cent.

It would be rather a serious question if cither political party
in the Province were to propose a tax of, say 1 per cent., on the
wages of all the wvorkmen of the country, the saie to be applied
to the creation of a fund for est,blishing sanatoria in Ontario, just
as bas been donc in Germany. Yet there does not scein to be
any good reason why such a incasure should not be proposed in
the Legisiature and, what is more, if sufficient sanatoria
are to be established in Ontario, a tax of some kind will have
to be raised. There is, of course, another solution of the difficulty.
Our old enemy, alcohol, is a good tax-payer, and he beareth many
imposts. Truth to tell, he is shrewdly suspected of being accessory
to a good deal of the mischief done by tuberculosis. French
statisticians, notably Jacquet, even go so far as to say that "more
than four-fifths of the consunptives treated in the hospitals of
Paris owe their disease to absinthe and alcohol."

Dr. Ribard writes on this subject: " Inebriates die of cirrhosis
and dropsy, because alcohol bas accumulated in the liver; tliey die
of discase of the brain and insanity, because their brains contain
pure alcohol; they perish £rom disease of the .kidneys (nephritis),
or from disease of the heart (arterio-sclerosis and myocarditis);
but they may also die of lung disease, by contracting pulmonary
consumption.

" An inebriate catches consumption because he eats too little.
His dried, shriveled, burned-up stomach can no longer endure food,
and the amount of nutriment he takes being insufficient, his body
soon exhausts its reserve force and fails into a state of physiological
poverty with the weli--known consequences. ie not only eats
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little, but he vomits alinost every morning a quantity of phlegm,
which is a sure sign of the serious disorder prevailing in the
functions of the stomach. Then he drinks a good deal. An
inebriate is always thirsty. The hot, dry inucous membrane of
the stomach craves for some kind of liquid to moisten and refresh
it. On awaking, the first thing he does is to drink. He drinks
between meals, and at table hie drinks much and eats little. His
stomach, gorged with liquids, is over-distended and paralysed.
The food he eats, being mixed with an excessive quantity of liquid,
is not absorbed, and this becomes a fresh source of loss of strength.

"e He sleeps little and badly. His nights are not restful. Bis
sleep is of short duration and disturbed by frightful dreams. He
sees queer-looking objects, which grow to an enormous size and
then become reduced to mere nieroscopie dimensions. He sees
crowds of people all dressed in red; he secs great crowds:of animals,
but they are all pantting for breath and covered with blood. Bis
dreams are tingced wi th red, and he is fortunate, indeed, if dreams
of this hue do not plague him all night. Inst.-ad of being refreshed,
his nerves are in a state of constant excitenient, and the sufferer,
more fatigued, more weary, more stupid on awaking than when he
retired, feels that it is absolutely necessary to strengthen his nerves
with a dram of his favorite poison.

"Now all these sources of weakness end in tuberculosis. This
form of the disease results so clearly from the debility produced by
alcohol, that it presents special characteristics, which have been
studied and described by Dr. Lancereaux, of Paris, and Dr. Roussel,
of Geneva. Alcoholie tuberculosis develops at an age when cases
due to the hereditary form of the disease have already succumbed ;
thaLt is to say, from thirty- five years of age up to old age, in
individuals who at birth were strong, vigorous and well-propor-
tioned, and whose ancestors and parents were not tubercular.
This disease shows a special predilection for the apex of the right
lung; it advances by rapid successive attacks, in which it differs
froni acute tuberculosis, which marches rapidly in a continuous
fashion. The attacks of alcohofic tuberculosis are frequently
accompanied by hemnoptysis, resuilting from the pre-existing bad
condition of the pulmonary vessels. Finally the disease is accom-
panied by grave manifc.tations of liver disease, assuming the form
of fatty and tubercular cirrhosis."

Seeing, therefore,'the causa tive influence of alcohol in developing
one of the worst forms of tuberculosis, we feel justified in asking
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our legislators to create the special fund necessary to -establish
sanatoria in different parts of the Province, by placing an extra
tax on alcoholie beverages, more particularly whiskey? As the
physicians are agreed as to the best means of struggling against
the widespread evil of tuberctlosis, it simply romains for the
legislators to provide the ways and means. The day is gone by
when sanitarians and physicians should occupy their time discuss-
ing the advantages of different models of spitt >ons, or in forinulat-
ing Platonie resolutions in favor of the establishment of sanatoria.

J. J. C.

HYPODERMIC INJECTIONS OF MERCURY IN SYPHILIS.

TuE treatment of syphilis by hypodermic injections of nercury
should be the method of election and routine practice for adult
patients. Inunction operates quickly and effBcaciously; but is un-
clean, troublesome, and cann'ot be kept secret. The oral use of
mercury is slow, uncertain and often interrupted by.the occurrenc<.
of gastro-intestinal derangements. The patient who uses it gets to
look upon his disease as chronie, perhaps incurable, and after a few
visits tô his physician, drops into the hands of the pharmacist.
The hypodermie niéthod involves a little pain, but if a suitable
fluid be used, and it be rapidly injected, the pain is slight, and if
antiseptic precautions are taken in the care of the needle and the
cleansing of the site of the injection, neither abscess nor induration
follow. The hypodermic injection of mercury produces curative
results rapidly, the patient remains under his physician's control,
and the pharmacist is not taken into consultation.

The composition of the mercurial fluid used in these injections
is important. A 10 per ce. .. suspension of calomel in albolene has
been used a good deal in Europe and America, but is rather pain-
ful, and being insoluble, may cause severe constitutional synptoms
of mercurial poisoning long after the injections have been given.
Dr. Gaucher, of Paris, recently reported the case of a syphilitic
patient who suffered from marked symptoms of inercurial poison-
ing, traced to three injëetions of calomel, grains î each, which had
been given with intervals of five days, four months prior to his
observation. This patient succumbed to mercurial poisoning. In
explanation of the curious fact that the hurtful action of the drug
vas delayed« four months, Dr. Gaucher said that when insoluble

mercurial salts are injected into the tissues, their absorption takes
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place in, an irregular inanner. The injected masses of calomel niay
become encysted, remaining inert a long time, and afterwards may
be dissolved altogether, and in a short space of time. This is a
rather serious danger, and should lead to the employment of soluble
mercurial salts, which may be graduatec at will, their physiological
and therapeutic effects being closely watched. Another reason in
favor of the latter is that certaiñ persons exhibit a marked sus-
ceptibility to the untoward action of mercury (called idiosyncrasy
for want of a better name). When soluble preparations of mercury
are injected, the surgeon can watch over the elimination of the
drug and be prepared to meet its untoward effects. One objection
to the use of soluble mercurial salts in a case of syphilis is that it
is painful; a second, that it must be repeated every day; and a
third, that it is expensive.

The first objection nay be removed by the use of cocaine, as in
the formula of Dr. Abadie:

1 Cyanide of mercury,
Cocaine ..................... (tü 0.10 grams.
Distilled water ................. 10 "
Sig.: 1 gram (Il 16) once a day subcutaneously.

lhe inconvenience arising fron a daily injection of such a soluble
preparation as the above is of small moment compared to the grave
dangers to which a patient is subjected after the hypodermie injec-
tion of calomel or any other insoluble salt. Fournier, of Paris, has
reported remarkable cures of syphilitie glossitis from the use of
calomel suspension; but it would not be reasonable on that account
Io select such a therapeutic method to th. exclusion of soluble
inercurial preparations. Besides, the daily observation of the
patient offers the best security against the dangers of mercurialism.

It is for the surgeon to decide the question of expense, which,
need not be great wrhen one considers the brevity of the operation.

The number of injections will depend on the progress of the
disease, and will largely be a mnatter of judgment, according to
the requirements of eaci individual case. Of course, when these
injections are given daily, the patient can be quickly and thoroughly
brought uider the influence of nercury, and in eye lesions and
where the nervous system is affected this practice may be deemed
necessary. Usually, however, such severe effects are not sougit
for-, and at the slightest sign of gingivitis or mercuriali fetor in the
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breath the injections should be stopped, only to be resumed when
the danger signais have been withdrawn. Chibret says in La

emaine Medicale, April, 1890: "Injections of the oxycyanide of
mercury are well borne, little painful and, used in over 1,000 cases,
have never caused untoward effects. Six or eight injections are
equivalent to an energetic treatment by means of frictions."

After two years of such treatment, and after the patient has
ceased to show symptoms of syphilis for six -months, he may be
considered cured. The hypodermic method is also very useful in
the later chronie lesions of syphilis, as an aid to the iodide of
potassium. The injections should· be made into the muscular tissue
of the buttock, or that between the scapulS, and the needle (.1
inches in length) should be pashed home. J. J. C.

THE CINErIATOGRAPH IN ITS RELATION TO SURGERY.

IN these days it would be an ill wind that would blow the mote of
blindness into the eye of man or mortal. Seeing is not only be-
lieving, but it is becoming more than. ever a means of amusement
and a popular method of administering knowledge. Less thought
is given now to the recitation of the lines periaps, and more to the
staging of the play. The eye is constantly appealed to. What an
interesting problem the diary of the medical student of to-morrow
will present ! What a new vocabulary!

Did the thougbt dawn upon any of us, as u few years ago in
this city we witnessed the cinematograph reproduction of " Miss
Jerry," and saw ber climb the steps of the Pulitzer Building ·and
interview Chauncey Depew, and ber various meanderings about
Gotham, that this young lady would have to step down and out, as
by the trend of scientifie investigation ber place Was required, and
soon an interested group of scientific men would be watching
intently a surgical operation being performed through the medium
of a cinematograph ? Theory teaches much, but add to the precept
a picture, and the semblance seems to stamp the fact indelibly on
the memory, but when that picture becomes animated and gives
the idea of motion and detailed action its value educationally is
assured. Soon we shall in the order of things sec our medical
colleges equipped with this new aid to knowledge, so that all the class
may see what before vas really only visible to those grouped near
the operating surgeon.
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It is not strange that it was a Frenctinan wh'o first carried out
this notion of applying the cinematograph to scientific purposes.
Already Prof. Doyen, the eminent surgeon, has given demonstra-
tions of his application, and has met with encouragement and
approval. May this nev idea prove a great success and the mechani-
cal medium grow into even greater perfection. May all students of
surgery benefit, and never more may tie newspapers end their
obituary notices thus: "The operation proved highly successful
the patient died twelve iours later." W. A. Y.

A SERIOUS AMBULANCE ACCIDENT IN NEW YORK.

ON Saturday evening, December 16th, one of the Harlen Hospital
ambulances met with a serious mishap, which involved painful
injuries to three of its occupants-two physicians and the driver;
thougli, strange to say, the patient on the litter, being conveyed
iome, escaped without a scratch.

The ambulance, a heavily constructed vehicle, left the hospital
at about 9 p.m. to transfer to his home an intoxicated man who
was brought in during the morning with a sprained ankle. The
niglit was somewhat nisty, and the bus was making a moderate
pace when Third Avenue was approached. The driver hearing
no gong and seeing the way clear alead, proceeded to cross the
tracks, when all of a sudden lie saw a car at full speed tearing
down on him. In a instant there was a terrible crash, the ambul-
ance having been struck in the centre by the first imîpact, and in
the rear by the second.

Drs. Samuel Babcock and Wm. E. Muller on the back seat,
unconscious of any danger, were thrown out, the latter caught
under the fender of the cars and pushed fully ten yards before the
ear could be stopped. Dr. Babcock and the driver were both
pinned under the overturned ambulance, and from this painful
position were extricated with difficulty. Dr. Babcock sustained
four fractured ribs and a large scalp wourid. Dr. Muller lad his
left wrist dislocated and right arm fractured. The driver had his
nose broken and his body badly bruised. The most renarkable
neident was the entire escape of the patient, who seened to. have

been sobered off by the violence of the collision, and suddenly
recovered the..use of''hiis limbs, for when the crowd gathered and
the police sought for him le lad scampered home unaided.
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Ambulance accidents are becoming unpleasantly frequent in
New York since the Metropolitan Traction Company ,covered the
city with its ponderous fleet of trolley cars; hvence, hereafter, in
order to insure safety every description of vehicle must cross the
avenues with greater caution.

There have been several such accidents in New York
recently. A year ago the Fordham Hospital ambulance was upset
by a collision on the " Huckleberry " road, Dr. Brennan, the ambul-
ance surgeon, being thrown from his seat and having his hip .badly
sprained. In the early spring the Flower Hospital ambulance was
struck by a Madison Avenue car, the horse killed and the driver
badly injured.

This was the third time that ambulance-surgeon Muller liad
been in his seat wvhen collisions with the trolleys occurred.

These accidents will teach a lesson much needed in the future
movements of ambulances. In the first place thir work is being
vastly overdone. Very imany, after injury are alnost forced into
them by the police, whether they are willing or not. A "bum "
with a bruise or a scratch may summons an ambulance for a ride
to a hospital to abuse doctors and laugh at the. authorities. They
have worked incalculable harm to the profession by forcing into
hospitals thousands yearly who should be treated at their homes.

With their banging of gongs and galloping horses they are a
nuisance and a public menace to pedestrians. Thlere is nothing to
justify or excuse the mad rush of these conveyances, for the reason
that it is indeed very rarely important whether a man with a
burn or a broken limb, in an epileptic fit, with a cerebral hemor-
rhage or an overdose of alcohol, is seen by a physician in five
minutes or an hour.

In obedience to a demand from the taxpayers and the travel-
ling public, the whole ambulance system sh.ould be reco-istructed
and conducted on such methods as will commend it to citizens and
visitors. T. H. M.

THE PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

ON Thursday, December·28th, the Pàtilogied Society of Toronto
held its annual open meeting. There were about sixty members
and guests present.

The paper of the evening was by Dr. T. Cullen, of the Jolns
Hopkins Hospital, Baltimore, upon the causes of uterine hemor-
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rhage. Seldoi has a more interesting or nioru practical paper
been presented at the Society. The theme of the paper was
practically the early diagnosis of uterine cancer, and Dr. Cullen
piesented to the audience the cream of his experience in the
gynecological clinic in the Johns Hopkins Hospital.

He began by a discussion of the histological findings in scrap-
ings from the normal uterus, pointing out how occasionally these
may seem to simulate malignant disease wher-e the noritzd
structure is not thoroughly understood. Fromî this discussion
of the normal inucosa lie passed to an exhaustive account of the
find ings under paùlhological conditions. Throughout the address
was illustrated by a series of most beautifal drawings, whicb
added very much to the interest of the meeting. We understand
that Dr. Cullen's address was but an abstract of a larger work
whici is in preparation for the press. From the foretaste which
.aLs been given, pathologists and gynecologists will eagerly look

forward to the completed work.
A vote of thanks to Dr. Cullen was inoved by Dr. Reeve,

seconded by Drs. O ht .and Canieron, and heartily endorsed
by the whole meeting.

In addition to Dr. Cullen's paper, members of the Society ex-
hibited a number of pathological specimens and iicreoscopic slides
which greatly interested those present. J. J. M.

SURGICAL WORK IN LUNATIC ASYLUMS.

WE feel much pleasure in directing the attention of our readers to
Dr. Hobbs' paper, which appears at page 88 of this number. Dr.
lobbs lias availed hinself of his opportunities in the great asylum

at London, Ont., and out of 1'73 gynecological operations done on
insane women, bas noted 42 per cent. of patients who have been
cured, and 24 per cent. who have been imnproved. The therapeutic
eflicacy of gynecological surgery in insanity being thus proved, we
trust that the success achieved by Dr. Hobbs may induce other
Canadian alienists to follow his example and report their results.
Although prima facie gynecology would seeni of the first import-
aUnce, there should be good opportunitie, for ordinary surgery iii
lunatie asylunis, and we suppose that when modern superintendents
are appointed, surgical operations are of frequent occurrence.

Speaking broadly, anything in surgical or imedical practice
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which can be of service to psychiatric patients should bedone, not
only to cure insanity, but to relieve such diseases and physical
defects as the insane may suffer froin. Following out this line of
thought, special operations, such as venesection, lumbar puncture,
etc., may be called for to relieve the insane; and in other instances
general or special operations to cure diseases, sucli as hydrocele,
varicocele, hernia, etc., from which insane patients suffer as well as
others. An oculist could also be employed to correct the errors of
refraction, and in a goodly number of cases with advaitage to the
patients. A dentist inight also relieve the gloomy prognosis of
chronic insanity, and although unable to "minister to a mind
diseased," could alleviate the horrors of in dent enragé.

J. J. c.

OUR NEW DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL SURGERY.

h is a very great pleasure to ils to be able to announce that Dr.
Alexander Primrose lias consented to identify himself with this
journal, and vill from this date take charge of the Department of
Clinical Surgery. 'We do not hesitate to say that there is no one
mo.q favorably known to the profession of Canada, nor one better
able to do ample justice to sucli a subject as this than Dr. Primrose,
his work in connection with Toronto University for years past
having been of such a character as to place hin very high up in
the list of scientists of Canada. We know that our readers will
eagerly watch for the doctor's contributions to this new depart-
ment, as le may find time to spare from his many other duties.

W. A. Y.

EDITORIAL NOTES.-

Ligature of the Dorsal Vein of the Penis in Functional Im-
potence.-Dr. Wiley Broome reports in the Medical Review seven
cases of this operation, six of which were collected fron medical
literature and one done by hinself. All the cases with one excep-
tion were cured. This operation, which may be done by the aid of
cocaine, is not at ail dangerous and yields excellent results.

Prof. Schenk floving.-A Vienna cable says that Prof. Sainuel
L. Schenk, the professed discoverer of the secret of sex, who was
censured by his brother members of the faculty of the University

li8s
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of Vionna for too nuch self-advertising has, in an interview,
'xpressed his contempt of the Vienna University. He says he will
locate either in Switzerland or Ainerica and openly practise his
systemn.

Bareggi's Reaction to Distinguish Acute Tuberculosis from
Typhoid Fever.--Twenty or thirty drops of blood taken from the
patient's finger are collected in a test tube and allowed to rest for
twenty-four hours. In typhoid fever the resulting clot does not
contract and vtry little serum is formed; in tuberculosis there is a
marked contraction of the clot, which is se.parated from the walls
of the test-tube anl the blood serum is quite abundant.

Euphthalium in Ophthalmoscopic Examinations.-Euphtha-
liui, says Hermann Knapp, in A-rch. of Ophth., is without a rival
as an aid to ophthalmoscopic examinations. Used in 10 per cent.
solution one instillation dilates the pupil sufficiently in -fifteen to
twenty minutes. It interferes so little with accommodation that
no complaint is made by the patient; the pupil is back to its
normal condition in five to ten iours. . The one objection to the
drug is its cost, $1.75 per gramme (15 grains).

Constant Sterilization of Surgical Instruments.-Lippincott
recommends a solution of formol, 20 per cent., containing 3 per
cent. of borax. With this corrective the formol, lie says, will not
spoil the edge of a cutting instrument. Instruments may be
allowed to remain in this solution for months without receiving
any injury and will be always ready for use. Before using them
they should be washed in sterilized water. Lippincott says that
the presence of an infected instrument in absolute alcohol does
not cause it to be disinfected, but if placed in the above-mentioned
iluid all germs are destroyed in twenty-four hours.

Cinnamate of Soda in Tuberculosis.-For tubercular fever
Bernheim and Landerer use hypodermic injections of cinnamate of
soda in doses of from - to . grain. It increases leucocytosis
and pliagocytosis, placing the body in a good defensive condition,
so that the bacilli of Koch no longer secrete any toxins or less of
them. They lave had 284* cases and a large number of cures.
For tubercular fever they recommend absolute rest, good hygiene
and dietetics; for bacillary fever, daily gluteal injections of cinna-
mate of soda; in septic·fever they use salicylic acid and antipyrine;
in hectic fever ll tiese agents, with good hygiene, sometimes but
only exceptionally succeed.
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. Extract of Suprarenal Capsule.-Thei extract should never be
conbined with any other substance; even glycerine seens to iinpait
its astringent properties. Bates, in Arcli. of Ophth., insists on this
point, and on its being freshly prepared by mixing five grains of
the dried suprarenal capsule with one drachm of water, and iltering
it after allowing it to stand for five minutes. One drop whitens
the inflamned conjunctiva in a few minutes, the anemia lasting
about twenty minutes. It greatly increases tie anesthetic action
of cocaine. It is useful not only in affections of the eye, but also
to control henorrhage after operations on the nose.

The Treatment of Paraphymosis.-In treating parapliyiiiosis
most practitioners endeavor to produce retraction of the foreskin,
and failing in this imanceuvre, incise the stricture. A writer in the
Gazette des i aUe reconnmends a simple mneasure, which is well
worthy of practice before the severer one is adopted. He advises
that two to five punctures be imade with a bistoury iii the swollen
edematous prepuce, which should then be gently kneaded during
tliree or four minutes. An abundant flow of scrui, containing
some or little blood, escapes, and immediately the integuments
which were swollen and ready to burst become soft and slack. A
slight taxis is then successful in restoring thc parts to their natural
position.

Treatment of Pleurisy by Local Applications of Guaiacol.-
lrosorowski, in Gazette des Hoptaux, reports eleven cases of
pleuritic effusion treated by the local application of guaiacol on
the skin of the affected side, and finds that the effusion is Imore
rapidly absorbed than by other methods. He has never observed
any bad results from his method of treatment. He generally
repeats the local application five or seven. times, and observed on
eaci occasion that the temperatute was lowered from 1° to 5° F. The
temperature rises again in a few hours. He explains the effects
produced in pleurisy: 1, by stimulation of the nerve endings, 'which
produces au effect on the vaso-motor centres; 2, the guaiacol w'hich
is absorbed by the tissues destroys the toxins elaborated by the
12leurisy.

Oh 1 Take This Pill.-I think that the majority of churcli
choirs in Brooklyn are helps to churches. But somne of thein have
got a bad habit of late-the quartet habit. They sing without the
accompaniment of an organ, and thus exhibit all the blemishes of
their voices. Onlyiwell trained and highly cultivated singers may
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safe1y venture to sing without musical accompaniiment. When the
amateurs try the experinient they inflict needless pain upon their
hearers. And the modern anuthem I I recall an occasion on whicli
the anthein ran in this vay : Soprano, " Oh, take this pill-."
'I 'nor, Oh, t-a-ake this pill-." "Contralto, " O-o-b, take this pill-"
f Iso, " O-o-oi, take this pill-." All together, " Oh, take this

pilgrim homne."-]Brooklyln Eagfle.
lodide of Potassium in Actinomycosis.-Dr. Prutz reports in the

B1lletin Medical that, as a result of experimnents made on animals,
iodIide of potassium is of no value in the diagnosis of actinoinycosis.
Tt cannot do away with the necessity for a surgical operation, but it
nay lessen its extent. It may imnprove the centre of actinomycosis
tfi quch an extent that a trifling operation nay suffice instead of a
s'v're operation, and it may render operable certain cases of
ablominal actinomnycosis, which otherwise would iot bc anenable
tn surgery. Although not constantly successful, iodide of potassium
proves curative in the majority of cases of actinomnycosis, su that
its therapeutie emuployment in all cases of this disease inay be con-
sidered proper as a matter of principle.

PERSONALS.

Di. McN ULTY, late of St. Michael's Hospital, will practise in
Peterboro'.

DR. F. LEM. GRASETT volunteered to go as surgeon to the second
contingent.

Du. ERNEST HALL lias renoved fron Toronto and is again
settled at Victoria, B.C.

DwYER.-On January 6th, the wife of Dr. R. J. Dwyer, No. 12
Carlton Street, of a daughter.

DR. ALTON H. GARRATT lias removed from Bay Street to his
handsome new house at the corner of College and Teraulay streets.

SURGEON-MAJOR RYERSON left with the second contingent for
Sonuth Africa last month as representative of the Red Cross Society,
and while in South Africa vill inquire into the necessities for our
volunteers, so that our moneys may be properly expended, and
that we will not be working, as it were, in the dark. Dr. Ryerson
expects to retúrn to Canada in a couple of months.
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The Editor cannot hold hm-

Co re po de ce repnil o n ii.e xpressa in this Departn&jt.

A ROW IN THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CAMP.

36 ST. JOSEPH STREET,
TORONTO, Janua'ry 15th, 1900.

Editor CANAANu JOURNAL OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

MY DEAR SIR,-There is a row in the Christian Science camp.
The editor of the Was'hington .Kews Letter, once a most pronounced
Christian Science advocate, is out in antagonism to the Christian
Science Publishing Co., which lie stigmatizes as a " religious trust
which is selling God's truth at S100 a head," and is founded on " the
love of money," and "must be killed out or it will ethokc and
destroy religion." About one year and a half ago the editor made
an appeal to Mrs. Eddy for support, as the paper, lie said, had
lost a great many subscribers because of its advocacy of Christian
Science. Mrs. Eddy thereupon issued a proclamation to the faith-
ful that they should subscribe to the paper for one year. The
hierarchy at Boston seem to have had some suspicion that the
editor of the Washington ewe Letter contemplated some rebellion,
for when the year was up, Mrs. Eddy, in July last, published in
lier journal that "Christian Scientists are under no further
obligations," i.e., to renew the subscriptions. The result is that the
editor of the W ashington News Lette-r has got his back up. Thie
wbole inatter is ventilated in the Christianb Science Sentinel, Ur
October 26th, 1899.

The Board of Management of the Christian Science Churcli in
London, Eng., sent to Mrs. Eddy a resolution signed by W. N.
Miller (Q.C. of this city), in whiclh it is stated that the Board
"directs that no copies of the Wilashington XNews Letter be issuld
from the book roon, or be allowed to remain in the reading rooi
of this churcli."

Mrs. Eddy's reply is excessively comical. It is as follows.
leaving out a few passages:

" MY BELOVED BRETHREN,
" Pardon delay in answering your loyal letter, and living liglt

set upon a hill. The chain of Christian unity unbroken stretches
across the sea and rises upwards to the realms of incorporeal hf e-
even the glorious beatitudes of divine love. . . . What holds
us to the Christian life is the sevenfold shield of honesty, purity,
and unselfish love. I need not say this to thee, for thov knowest the
way in Christian Science.
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" Pale, sinful sense, at work to lift itself, on cruvmblinig th-rones
of jfastice, and by pulling down its benefactors, will tumble fromt
this scheme into the bottomless abyss of self-damnation, there to
relinquish its league with evil. Wide yawns the gap between this
course and Christian Science; here the connection stops.

"God spare this plunge, lessei- its clepths, save sinners, and fit
/eüir beiig to recover its connection with its divine Principd, Love.
Gocd is blessing thee, my beloved stucents and brethren . . .
and Love and good-will to nian, sweeter than a scepï.re, are
enthroned now and forever.

" Lovingly yours,
"(Signed) MAny BAKER EDDY."

I wonder -what effect the reading of the above message froin the
divine Mother Mary will have upon the well-educated, refined, aris-
tocratic members of lier churcli in London.

The editor of the TFashington Nffews Letter declares that be
intends to "unchain the truth," and lias published a sort of
synopsis of Christian Science healing, so as to put it within the
reacli of the masses who cannot afford to pay $3.18 for " Science
and IHealth." At the outset lie warns his healers to be on their
guard against the insidious and diabolical efforts of what lie calls

Malicious Animal Magnetism," to thwart their healing power.
This falicious Animal Magnetism he represents as a terrible

agent of evil, rampaging all the earth, and especially exerting its
(or his or lier) powcr by putting Christien Science healers to sleep,
while engaged in their pious rinistrations in healing suffering
humanity.

Ie writes from experience, for lie declares that lie lias been
attacked by this frightful Malicious Animal Magnetism many times
and overwhelmed by sleep while " arguing (silently, not audibly)"
with his patients to convince thei that there is no such thing as
sickness or evil, itnless it may be " Malicious Animal Magnetism."

That so many thousands believe in thL absurdities of Christian
Science is a marvel, only to be explained by Mother Mary Baker
Eddy lierself, wlo, on pages 484, 485 of "Science and Health,"
says: "The less mincl there is manifested in matter the better.
When the nnthinking lobster loses its claw it grows again. If the
Science of Life were understood . . . then the human limb
would be replaced as readily as the lobster's claw-not with an
artificial limb, but witli the genuine one, i.e., when the Christian
Scientist becomes as 'unthinking' as a lobster, then his lost leg
would grow again as readily as the lobster's claw, and 'the Science
of Life' would be understood." And so, of course, when the
Christian Scientist became as "unthinking " as a polyp, lie might
be cut up into fragments, eacl of whicli would develop into a
perfect Christian Seiéntist.

This blissfui condition Rev. Mary Baker. Eddy's worshippers
seem to be fast approaching. J. il. i.
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'The Physican's Library.

BOOK RFVIEWS.

Twventieth Century Practice. An International Encyclopedia of Modern Medical
Science by leading authorities of Europe and America. Edited by Tiorw
L. STEDMAN, M.D., Nev- York City. Twenty volumes. Vols. XVII. and
XVIII. New York: William Wood & Co. 1899.

Volume XVII. of " Twentieth Century Practice " is devoted to completing
the scetion on "Infectious Discases" and to the consideration of "Malignant
New Growths." The contributors include such îmen as Victor Babes, of
Bucharest; John T. Bowen, of Boston; Williami B. Coley, of Nw York ; A.
Jwobi, of New York ; Edward McGuire, of Richmond, Va. ; W. Hlallock Park,
of Bew York; and W. loger Williais, of Bristol, England. "Diphitheria, itb
General Pathology and Bacteriology " is considered by Dr. Williaum ]. Park,
of New.York ; while the "Symuptomîatology and. Treatmet. of Diphtheria" is
contributed by Dr. Jacobi, of the samîe city. About 120 pages are devoted tu
the discussion of this disease iii its various phases, and the article, thurefore, is
very complete, and we consider that no better incu could have been chosenî tu
inake the contribution to so important a work as the " Twenîtieth Century Prae-
tice of Medicine." We read with considerable interest what Dr. Jacobi had toi
say on the subject of serun-therapy in the treatmnent of dipltheria. He says
that in the vast majority of cases of pseudo-membranous laryngitis thu Klebs-
Loffler bacillus is found, and that, therefore, all of themii are subjects for the
use of dipltheria antitoxin. He saysthat since its introduction, both genera and
local diphltheria have been greatly benefited. It was proven, at the meeting iii
Washington, in May, 1897, of the American Pediatric Society, wlen was
presented "the report of its committee on the collective investigation of
the antitoxiii trcatment of laryngeal diphtheria in private practice," Lt,
that before the use of antitoxin 90 per cent. of cases of laryngual diphtheria
required operation, while under the antitoxin onîly 39.21 ; 2nid, tuiat the pier
centage figures have been reversed, formerly 27 per cent. representel the
recoveries, now under antitoxin this figure represents the muortality. Dr.
Dillon Brown reports the following figures of his own. He divided his intuba-
tion cases into three classes : Previous to, November, 1890; fron Novenber,
1890, to September, 1894 (calomel sublimation period); fromn Septemîîber, 1894,
to April 1st, 1897 (antitoxin period). Of 442 cases of intubation withôîat
calomel sublimations and without antitoxin, 27.3 per cent. recovered. Of 295
cases of intubation with calomel sublimations, 41.6 per cent.; of 69 cases of
intubation withi antitoxin, 67.8 pier cent. recovered. Without sublimations, 10.1
per cent.; with sublimations, 13.2 per cent.; with antitoxin, 23.3 per cent.
recovered. Caillé sums up his personal experience as follows : " Tracheotomy
and intubation cases, before antitoxin, 280 cases, 30 per cent. recoveries; 17
intubation cases, with antitoxin, 3 deaths." He says that over one-half of all
laryngeal cases treated with antitoxin recovered without operation. Di.
Jacobi holds the view that if there be those who shoulder the rcsponsibility of
relying on a sole remedy, which frequently lals and frequently fails, to the
exclusion of every other hîelpful nedication or contrivance, they are as short
sighted as those who still refuse altogether to acknowledge the greit efficacy of
antitoxin in diphîtheria. The fanaticisi of the one should not be permitted tu
justify that of the other. The satisfaction at having a powerful remedy like
antitoxin should not engender the nihilism which begins after the subeutaneous
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injection of seruni. This cannot be said too often, particulairly in reference
to nixed infections. It is only the bacillus part of Lhe iialady whiclh can be
counteracted by antitoxin. The mlixed infections, at least, with their virulence
and danger, should not be left to die without medication beyond injection and
"expectant" neglect.

Dr. Victor Babes, of Bucharest, contributes an article in Volume XVII. on
" Tetanus." 'flic chapter covers between sixty and seventy pages, and is
thoroughly up to date. " The General Pathology of Cancer " is from the poin of
Dr. W. Roger Willians, of Bristol, England ; the "Symiptonatology and
Treatment," that of Dr. Williaml B. Coley, of Now York. The "General
Pathology of Sarcoina " is contributed also by Dr. W. Roger Willians, while
again the "Syimptomîatology and Treatmnent" comles froi Dr. W. B. Coley.
Di. John T. Boweîn, of Boston, writes the chapter, " Malignant New Growths

f the Skin," while Dr. McGuire, of Richmond, Va., dovotes a very interesting
thirt-y pages to " Malignant Diseases of the Fenale Organs of Generationi."

Volume XVIII. is devoted to Syphilis and Leprosy, the contributors
bing Jonathan Hutchinson, of London; Edward Lang, of Vienna ; and Prince
t. Morrow, of New York. "Acquired Syphilis" is a chapter of 350 pages,
and is contribute by Lang ; "1nlerited Syphilis," froi the pen of that
master-mind, Jonathan Hlutchinson, and "Leprosy," written by Prince A.
M"rrow'. In writing of the prevalence and severity of inlerited syphilis,
.Tonathan Hutchinson states tlat the estiniate entertained by certain sections
"f the public as to the prevalence of inlerited syphilis is a very gross exagger-
ation, and lie thinks thiat the saine is probably truc, thougli to a lesser extent,
of that which obtains in the profession. Mr. Hutchinson's experience is with
the patients brought to him iiin consultation as suffering fromî inlerited taint,
and only in quite a ninority of then was he able to confirni the suspicion.
'Tlie statenient that syphilis is likely to beconie a cause of degeneracy of race is
(ne w'l'ch Mr. Hutelinuson mnost utterly dissents froin. He thinks that the
uisease is iuch less conunon tlan it was in .the sixteenti century and is

raidualily becoming less so, and the extent to which its hereditary transmission
influences the well-being of the conmunity is exceediigly smnall. According to
the Registrar-General's reports for England, the deaths froin syphilis in
children ui.der one year old were in 1878, 219 per 100,000 living; in 1883 the
number rose to 235, but it lias ever since been decreasing, and in 1897 was but
170. Mr. Hutcliinson considers it proved that the acquisition of syphilis by a
young infant.after birth nay produce just the same results as its acquisition in
"rn or its sperm or gerni inheritance. This has been proved by at least two
aui'thentic cases, one of Dr. Welander, of Stockholi, wlo states that a boy who
hîad acquired syphilis froin his nurse wlen three nonths old, at thirteen years
"f age had intestinal keratitis and nodes, and that his teeth were characteristic.
'Phe other case was one brouglit before the Paris Society of Deriatology by
M. Eudlitz. The patient, now twenty-tlhree years old, is smîall in stature,
heardless, and with atrophied testicles. He lias characteristie teeth and lias
been under Fournier's care for cerebral syphilis. The history is that he
acquired syphilis at the age of two nontlhs fromx his iother, vho had lierself
hen infected by a nursling. Volume XVIII., thoughi it does nîot iiielude such
a vast array of subjects as sone of those preceding it, is very valuable, the con-
tributions on syphilis being alone worth a great deal more thanî its price as a
book. « w. A. Y.

1 lfanual of Surqery. By CHARLES SToNUAM, F.R.C.S.Eng., Senior Surgeon
to the Westminster Hospital; Lecturer on Surgery and Clinical Surgery,
and Teacher of Operative Surgery. West-ninster .Hospital ; Surgeon to the
Poplar Hospital for Accidents; Examiner in Surgery, Society of Apothue-
caries, London ; late nemîber of the Board of Examiners in Anatony
under the conjoint scheme for England, etc., etc. Vols. I., II., III.
London: Macmillan & Co., Liiiited. New York: The Macmillan Co.
Toronto agents- Copp, Clark & Co. 1899.
Volume I. is devoted to General Surgery, Volume II. to Injuries, and

Volume III. to Regional Surgery. The voliumes are snall and the material in
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each is well boiled down, the information being crisp and all ready for digestion.
The author in his first volume devotes his space, consisting of about three
hundred pages, to tbe consideration of such subjects as the Degenorations,
Atrophy and Hypertrophy ; Local Circulatory Disturbances-Iflammation,
Suppuration and Abscess, Ulceration and Ulcers, Gangrene ; Bacteriology'
Surgical Septie and Infective Diseases (four chapters), Tunors and Cysts, and
Deformnities. About fifty pages of Volume I. are devoted to the subject of
Deformities, such deformities as spina bifida, spina bifida occulta, spinal
curvature, lordosis and kyphosis, scoliosis, crania bifida, torticollis, hare-lip
and cleft palate being considered.

Volume II. is given over. as wve have already stated, to Injuries. This book
lias been subdivided into seventeen chapters, and is made up of sections on such
subjects as Antiseptic Surgery, Injuries and their Effects, Gun-shot Injuries,
the 'ffects of Heat Corrosives, Caustics and Cold, Injuries of Blood-vessels,
Injuies of Bones, Injuries of Joints, Injuries of Muscles, Nerves and Tendons,
Injuries of the Upper Extremity, Injuries to the Lower Extremity, Amputa-
tions, Injuries to the Head, Injuries of the Spinal Colunin and Cord, Injuries
of the Face, Neck and Throat, Injuries of the Eye and their effects, Injuries of
the Chest and Thoracic Viscera, and Injuries of the Abdomen and Abdominal
Viscera.

We venture to say that Volume III. of Mr. Stonban's work will ineet with
a most enthusiastic reception, as the subject of Regional Surgery is one which is
always of great interest to surgeons. The author takee up Diseases of the
Blood-vessels, Ligature of Arteries in Continuity, Diseases of the Lymphatic
Systen, Diseases of Bone, Diseases of Joints, Operations on Joints, Diseases
of the Nerves, Muscles, Tendon Sheaths and Burse, Surgical Diseases of the
Brain, Spinal Column and Cord, Diseases of the Nose and Naso-Pharynx,
Injuries and Diseases of the Ear, Diseases of the Larynx, Disease of the
Thyroid Gland, Diseases of the Jaws, Diseases of the Lips, Cheek, Moubh and
Tonsils, Diseases of the Tongue and Salivary Glands, Diseases of the Esophagus,
Surgical Diseases of the Abdominal Viscera, Intestinal Obstruction, IIernia of
the Abdomen, Diseases of the Rectum and Anus, Diseases of the Urinary
Organs, Surgical Diseases of the Kidney, Diseases of the Bladder, Diseases of
the Prostate. Diseasen of the Urethra, Diseases of the Penis and Scrotum,
Diseases of the Testicles, Cords and Vesicuhe Seminales, Surgical Diseases of
bhe Female Genital Organs and Diseases of the Breasts. The book is a very
conplete manual of surgery, and the author lias, in presenting bis subject to
his readers, done so not only thoroughly, but concisely, in no insbtnce leaving
his meaning obtuse, but, on the other band, lucidand clear. The book sells at
half-a-guinea and is attractively bound in red cloth, the leaves being gilt-edged.

Of course, even though divided into three volumes, the author cannot (in
fact, does not) claim that his is a text-book of surgery. It is simply a manual,
iwhich must be of greater value to the student than to the surgeon. It is essentially
prelimuinary, and even for the final year of the student would have to be furthe'r
supplemented by the use of a text-book, which goes more into the details-oT
operative work and major surgery. Tbat, however, does not detract from the
work as a manual of surgery. Mr. Stonham lias placed before his readers a
work which covers a large field, and, as we bave already said, bas so digested
what le lias given us in his book that it is a simple matter for anyone to glean
from any special chapter or section the desired or necessary informationî.

Mental Affections: An Introduction to the Stildy of In.5u'niti. By Jonx MAU-
PHER$ON, M.D., F.R.C.P.E. London : Maemillan & Co. 1899.

In writing upon the subject of insanity a great deal depends upon te
standpoint froni which the ivriter views the subject. The great mistake of tho
past and one which was made by -nearly all the earlier alienists, was in regarding
insanity as a separate subject, a<one sometimes regards diseases of the eye or the
ear. Thoughi no branch of medicine can ever he altogether independent, the
study of mental affections is, more than any otber, intinately associated with
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the entire body of medical doctrine ; and far from affording a field for a specialist,
shotuld be carefully studied by the gencral practitioner. Light, indeed, is
t1 rown upon the nature and causes of miental disease fron every branch of
scientific research. Psychiatry does not enbrace a group cf separate diseases,
pm1-npcrly speaking, so mauch as a group of symptoms ; and sylnptoims which
roflect not cerebral lesions alone, not neuropa'hic changes only, but the distant
9'6etuations of unsuspected conditions, toxic and degenerative, which should be
resolutely traiced back step by step to their îiitîuatte causes in obscure, often,
and sometimes remote regions of the animal autonomy.

Froin this broader standpoint the present writer lias reviewed the Psychical
Syiptomatology of Disease, and the work before us may be ustly regarded as
aL useful contribution to one department of the literature of Clinical Medicine.
Aq the knowledge of mental aberration undergoes reconstruction, and the facts
already collected together, reinforced by what the future shall contribute, are
readjusted upon a soiewhat more scientific system, it will be found eventually,
we doubt not, that the "motions of the mind," by reason of the great delicacy
and sensitiveness of that organ to every physiological process, how intangible
soever, will couie to be regarded in time as a most useful index to inany imortid
processes wlich, while eluding at the present time the ingenuity of the section
stainer, and processes purely transcendental, therefore, in the eyes of patho-
logical dilettante, are of the utmost impôrtance as data for the reasoiing of
science, and operate frequently as a grave menace to the life of the individual.
At the saine time the converse iust never be overlooked ; and in this connec-
tion a passagé fron one of the niost philosophical of contemporary iîedical
writers occurs to our umind. " On the other liand, ' Allbutt remarks in his
section on Functional Diseases of the Heart, "it seems no less certain that
perennial depressing causes, exile or bondage in an invisible Babylon may
inluce degenerative changes in the heart and blood-vessels, or in the kidneys."

Dr. Macpherson's work, while marking a distinct step in the study of
mental disease, merely tronches, after all, upon new fields which await the
scrutiny of the logical alienist. E. II. S.

3 Systcm of Medicinc byt Mnoky Writers. Edited by THoMAs CLIFFORD AI.LBUTT,
M.A, MD.,LLD., D.Sc., F.R.C.P., F.Rt.S., F.L.S., F.S.A., Regius .

Professor of Physic in tie University of Cambridge, Fellow of Gonville and
Caius College, Hon. Fellow Royal College of Physicians of Ireland. Vol.
YlII. London : Macmillan & Co., Limîîited. New York : Thie Mac-
millan Co. Tronto: A. P. Watts. 1899.
Volume VIII. of Allbutt's " Systein of lMedicine," the other volumes of

which we have already taken several occasions to criticise muost favorably in this
journal, is devoted to a continuation of Diseases of the Nervous System, Mental
Diseases, Diseases of the Skii, and concludes with an appendix on Malaria.
Those diseases of the nervous systei considered include Craft Palsies, Spas-
modie Torticollis, Facial Spasm, Tetany, Paralysis Agitans, Migraine, Hysteria,
Catalepsy, and Neurasthienia. Mental Diseases and thueir consideration con-
sune over 250 pages of Volume VIII. In this section Dr. Francis Wirner writes
on Dull, Delicate and Nervous Children. Dr. Leonard Guthrie contributes
a chapter on Nighut Terrors; Dr. Shiuttleworth, on Idiocy and Inbecility ; Dr.
Mercier, on Vice, Crime and Insanity ; Dr. Clouston, on Epochal Insanities;
Dr. Savage, one chapter on Toxic Insanities. a second on Mania, and a third on
Mental Stupor ; Mr. Clinton Dent, on Insanity and Surgieal Operations; Dr.
Hyslop, on Alcoliolic Insanity ; Dr. ]Robert Jones, on Insanity and Epilepsy ;
Dr. Percy Smith, on Acute Delirium ; Dr. RLyner, on Nelancholia and Hypo-
chondriasis ; Dr. Urquhart, on Recurrent Insanity, and on States of Mental
Weakness; Dr. Conolly Norian, on Systematized Delusional Insanity; Dr. J.
Batty Tuke, on General Treatment of the Insanities; Dr. Outterson Wood, on
Englisl Law and Practice of Lunacy; and Dr. Nicholson, C.B., on Criminal
Lunacy in England. It will therefore be seon that thn alienist will be able to
take special etifort out of thîis volume of Allbutt, ýontaining, as it d.oes, quite
a full department on the subject of the keenest interest to him. The editor of
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this ".':ysten " has given a complete array of mental diseases and their treatment,
and the contributions are very complote and full of interest, and cone from the
pens of those best able to write upon the subject in its diflerent phases.
Diseases of the skin consume about five hundred pages of Volume VIII., and this
section alone ma;kes a fairly good-sized book on the subject. The contributors
to this section include sucl well-known mon as Dr. Colcott Fox, Dr. Payne,
Dr. Stephen Mackenzie, Dr. Read, Dr. Pringle, Dr. P. S. Abraham, Dr. Rad-
cliffe Crocker, Mr. M. Sheild, Mr. Malcolin Morris, and othe.s.

Diseases of the Skin in this " System " have bueii divided into Superficial
Diffuse Inflammations, Deep Diffuse Inflanunatius, Discrete Inflaninuations,
Hypertrophie and Atrophic Conditions, Alfections of thu Pigientary System,
Outaneous llemorrhages, Affections of the Sveat Glands, Affections of the
Sebaceous Glands, Affections of the Iair, Diseases of the Nails, Tuberculous
Diseases, Syphilodermua, Benign Growths of the Skin, Malignant Growths of
the Skin, and Parasitic Diseases of the Skin. We don't hesitate to say, after
a careful r::usal of this section of Volume VIII., that it is as complete a con-
sideration of the subject in as limited a space of about five hundred small
pages as ve have comle across anywhere. The chapters are written by experts,
so that every confidence can be placed in the statements made. The appendix
on Malaria, by Dr. Manson, is a fitting close to the last volume of a system on
medicine, which has, and that deservedly, met with a grand reception at the
hands of .medical mon over alnost all the countries of the world.

The Modera Treatinen t of Wounds. By JoHN E. SumænEs, Juo., M.D.
Omaha: Medical Publishing Com-pany. 1899.
The book before us is apparently a reprint of a suries of journal articles,

dealing with the treatnent of wounds as a hospital surgeon, in active service
and doing mnuch railroad work, is likely to se themu. It begins vith a chapter
on bacteria, vhich is too elementative, in fact too mnuch of the kindergarten
order to be of practical value. Then followsadiscussion of preparatory surgical
technique, in which the sterilization -f the bands, the field of operation and the
instruments are considered. Operations and accidental wounds, operations on
infected tissues, penetrating wounds of the various body cavities, compound
fractures, head injuries, and various wound complications and allied subjects
are next diseussed, but the practitioner who has at comnmand any une of the
recent standard works on surgical practice will find in this volume very little
that is new, or that is presented in au unusually or specially striking umanner.
On the whole the vork is hardly one which bas a very distinct reason for its
existence, nor can it for a mome àt be put into conmpetition with such a mnasterly
work asthat of "Pileher on Wounds," on the practical side, or such a work as
"Nancred's Principles of Surgery " in its pathorogical aspects.

It is well printed and p blished, and such illustrations as appear are good
reproductions of plotographs of cases under the author's treatment.

The International Mediccal Animal, 1.900. A complete 'work of reforence for
Medical Practitioners, alphabetically arranged, and combining the features
of an Annual IRetrospect with those of a Medical Encyclopedia. Each
volume contains entirely new matter. Nýew York : E. B. Treat & Co.,
Publishers.
E. B. Treat & Co. have followed their usual practice in making this work

for 1900 something more than a mnere retrospect of the past year. It includes
a series of articles intended to bring the readers' knowledge up to date on
subjects of niodern investigation, and the volume now in press contains new
matter of practical interest concerning almost every known disorder.

The " Annual" is the standard reference in all parts of the world, and its
value is endorsed by the mnedical press of every country. It is entirely owing
to the consequent large circulation that the publishers find it possible to give
the practitioner a handsone volume, freely illustrated in colors and in blaók
and white, with the articles -written by well-known authorities (this year's
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Annual" lias forty contributors, aiong ivhon are W. Gihnan Thompson, A.
W. Mayo Robson, E. Hurry Fenwick, Henry P. Loomis, Thos. More Madden,
Graeme M. Hanmmond, J. Dundas Grant, Boardnan Reed, Robert Jones,
A. H. Tubby, Henry Dwight Chapin, Joseph McFarland, Wn. Murrell, Robert
Saundby, Sainuel G. Gant, P. Watson Wibiians, Wn. A. Purrington, T. Colcott
Fox, etc.), at a price which in comparison with other inedical works is almost
nomnîinal.

Tii iugton. Refraction uni How to Reit frc. Including Sections on Optics,
Retinoscopy, the Fitting of Spectacles and Eye-glasses, etc. By JAmEs
Tuon1GToN, A.M., M,D., Adjunct Professor of Ophthalmclogy in the
Philadelphia Polyclinic and College for Graduates in Medicine ; Assistant
Surgeon at Wills' Eye Hospital. Two hundred illustrations, thirteen of
wihich are colored. Octavo ; 301 pp. $1.50 net, cloth. Philadelphia:
P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1012 Walnut Street.
The Blakistons have been good enougli to send me a type-written head for

thiis review, some nine lines of which relate the different titles the autlhor
hulds. If you are anxious to know what they all are spend $1.50 and find out.
I like this A.M., M.D.; it's chaste and classic. I have often wondered why
the Anierican publishers did not hunt up an L.K.Q. C.P.I. and have himn write a
buok for them. Just imagine the sale such a Chinese puzzle as that would
have. Mfais revenons à nos moutons. This is practically a fattened edition of
the author's work on retinoscopy-the fattening lias added considerably to both
its beauty and its value. J. M. M.

.1 Lahoralory Manal Of 1'hysiological ChCmistryI. By ELBERT W. RoCKWOOD,
B.S., M.D., Professor cf Chenistry and Toxicology in the University of
Iva. Illustratecd with one colored plate and thre.e plates of microscopie
preparations. 5g x 7.ý inches. Pages viii-204. Extra cloth, 81.00 net.
Philadelphia: The F. A. Davis Co., Publishers, 1914 16 Cherry Street.
This little text-bok is une w hich will, no doubt, conunenid itself to

students and physicianb, on account of its conciseness. In its two hundred
odd pages there is contained practically all the material which ve find in nany

rger and more pretentious w orks. The experieionts are clearly and briefly
stated, and the explanatory paragraplis are full and up to-date. One of the
best chapters in the bouk is that upon the gastric juice and gastrie tests, in
which the physician will find a careful description of all the more recent
mnethods. J. M. M.

A Manual of the Diaignusis and Treatment of the Diseases of the Bye. By
EDWARD JAcKsON, A.M., M.D., Emeritus Professor of Diseases of the
Eye in the Philadelphia Polyclinie. Philadelphia. W. B. Saunders.
Toronto : J. A. Carveth & Co. $2.50 net.
One should always read, first of all, the preface of a book-such a pleasant

siglit is it, to see the author make his.deferential bow, and beg pardon f.or living.
Tr1if h to tell, I an in hope that some day I shall run across a man who shall
imake no apology, but say, " I wrote this book because I wanted to ; it is a good
bnk. and you'll like it." Rad Edward Jackson said so I should have backed
him up, for it is a good book, and you'll like it. J. M. 3r.

A T-rt-Buok of imbryology for Strudents of Medicine. By JOUN CLEMENT
IIEISLER, M.D. Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders. Toronto: J. A. Carveth
& Co. Price, $2.50.
The author and publisher are to be congratulated on producing a text-book

on this subject which, althougli fairly complete, does not attempt the minute-
Iess of detail present in the larger works. The student who has not the time
te devote to the study of Minot's large -work, will welcone tins book, vhich lie
will find contains the essentials of human embryology presented in a thoroughly
lucid forni. Thé illustrations have been drawn from the nost recent works,
and are well selected and carefully reproduced. .r. M. M.
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ilferck's Miilanual of The Materia Medica. A ready reference pocket-book for
the Physician and Surgeon. Germany : E. Merck, Darmstadt.
We cannot improve upon the method used on tne ftle-page of this sinall

book in order to describe it, more than to say that it is " a ready reference pocket-
book for the Physician and Surgeon." It will be found to be an exceedingly
valuable compendium of information, giving as it does in detail every new fact
regarding te mcost miodern therapeutical agents. We do not know of any other
book which gives such up-to-date information along these lines, and feel tliat it
w ' more than repay muedical mon to send for a copy, if they desire to have at
thdr right-hand a v<.de mecum of invaluable facts for use iii every-day work.

ANNOUNCEI'ENTS.

LEA'S SERIEs OF POCKET TFXT-BOoKS.-The volumes of this series will
hereafter be bound in red cloth, heavy beveled edge boards, and also in flexible
red leather with round corners and with margius trimmed to fatilitite carrying
in the pocket. The leather bound books wili cost 50c. more than the clotli bound.

Scribner's for 1000 will include: J. M. Barrie's "Tonuny and Grizel"
(serial). Theodore Roosevelb's " Oliver Cromwell" (serial). Richard Harding
Davis's fiction and special articles. lenry Norman's " The Russia of To-day."
Articles by Walter A. Wyckoff, author >f " The Workers." Short stories, by
Thonas Nelson Page, Henry James, lenry van Dyke, Ernest Seton-Thomp-
son, Edith Wharton, Octave Thanet, Villiam Allen White. Special articles,
"The Paris Exposition " ; Frederic 1rland's articles on, sport and exploration ;
"Harvard Fifty Years Ago," by Senator Hoar. Notable art features, the
Cromwel lillustrations, by celebrated Anerican and foreign artists ; "Puvis de
Chavanmes," by John La Farge (illustrations iin color). Special illustrative
schemes (in color and in black and white) by Walter Appleton Clark, E. (.

Peixutto, Henry McCarter, Dwight L. Ehnendorf and others. Illustrated pro-
spectus sent frec to anyaddress.-Charles Scribner's Sons, Publish ers, New York.

The Macmillan Company beg leave to call renewed attention to their
magazine, entitled .'he International Monthly, which lias met with a most
cordial reception. The special features of this publication are. 1. EaUh
number contains not less than three carefully elaborated essays on important
topics within a field covered by the twelve departmnents of the journal, which
are: History, Psychology, Comparative Religion, Fine Art, (Physics,
Chemistry), Medicine, Philosophy, Sociology, Literature, Industrial Art,
Biôlogy, Geology and Geography. These essays are prepared by leadmg
seholars chosen by the editor and by his American. French, German and Englili
advisers. Thus during each year it is promnised tie essay in each of the above
enumierated departments of literary and scientific activity will be furnished by
the most, competent writers of America, Great Britain and the continentlof
Europe. These essays will bu fundamental in character an(d will be designed
with reference io subsequent publication in permanent formn. 2. In addi-
tion to the essaya oach number will contain two or more articles of important
contemnporary interest on topies connected with the stage, the art, the music,
the literary, tho science, the broad political and financial issues of the day. A
feature of particular interest is a review each monti of the recent progress of
some one branch of knowledge. This review als" deals with the most imporait
literature of the subject under discussion.

REPORTS RECEIVED.

The Congress on Tuberculosis held at Berlin, Germany, on May 24, 25 and
26, 1899. Report of the proceedings by Edward Farrell, M.D., Halifax, N.S.,
the C(anadian delegate to the Congress. Ottawa Governnment Printing Bureau,
1899.
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Selected cArticles. i
THE ETIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF NEURASTHENIA. AN

ANALYSIS OF THREE HUNDRED AND
THIRTY-THIREE CASES.

BY JOSEPH COLLINS, M.D.,
Professor of Nervous and Mpntal Diseases in the New York Post.Gradiate Medical School ;visiting

Physician to the City lospital;

AND>

CARLIN P1HILLIPS, M.D.,
A3sistant in the Clinic.

(Continuec from last month.)

Hydri«tic Tre«tment.-The value of hydriatie procedures in
the treatnent of neurasthenia can easily be overestimated. It is,
nevertheless, perhaps the most important member of the physical
measures upon which experience has taught us to rely. It owes
its beneßcial effect to the powerful appeal that it makes alike to
the body and to the mind. It is a. very important measure in aid-
ing constructive metamorphosis by stimulating the peripheral and
deep circulatory fluids; it is an important agency to excite and
sedlate the peripheral nerves and their central and peripheral dis-
tribution; its utilization is alnost invariably accompanied by at
leaqt a temporary feeling of well-being, attendant upon reaction,
which, by making an impression upon the patient's mind, helps to
res-tore the loss of conßidence and. to overcome the mnental depression
whichl play Suchl a conspicuous part in the disease. In these ways

ad in others it overcomies the myasthenia, it promnotes the appetite
for food and facilitates digestion, it contributes to repose and to
shinber, and it tends to overcome the nurnerous paresthesiS which
constitute such a conspicuons feature of the patient's complaint.
Thei method of utilizing water advantageously in the treatment of
noinrasthenia varies with the individual, and particularly with his
capacity to react. lt .therefore varies with the same individual in
different stages of the disease. There is no sucli thing as a stereo-
typed hydriatic prescription, because the instructions that may be
bereficial to one patient will very likely be injurious .to the next.
When the conveniences of a hydriatic institution are to be had, the
phyician shoujd av.ail himself of them, because the mode of apply-
ing water can be there more carefully and accurately donc, while
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the seemingly coinplex apparatun nialkes a leading appeal to the
patient's mind, a result at all times to be striven for in the treat-
ment of neurasthenia. The possession of such hydriatie apparatus
is one of the most important claims for the advantages oC sanatoria
treatment of nieurasthenia. Much benefit, however. may be obtained
from the application of water with no other apparatus save the
attendant's hand, a pitcher, and a sheet. The customary hydriatie
procedures in the treatmnent of neurastienia are cold ablutions, the
dripping sheet, the spray, and the simple douche. Of these the
latter is by far the nost important. In order that the douche may
be used successfully, it is necessary that a certain amount of pres-
sure which can be readily graduated is available. For the average
neurasthenic individual of the depressed type, the customna.ry pro-
cedure is to prepare him for the application of the douche by a few
treatments with cold ablutions (80° to 650 F.), the water being
applied from the attendant's hands, accompanied by brisk friction,
while the patient stands in warm water, with a cold compress about
the head. If the patient reacts well after being dried and made to
take lively exercise in the open air, or after having been put to bed,
the cold-douche treatnent ,may be begun. When the patient is
sent to an institution, some such procedure as the following is
employed: the cutaneous circulation is stimulated by encasing the
patient's body up to the chin either in a hot box or in dry hot
sheets for a few minutes, never up to the point of considerable
perspiration, except in the irritable varieties of neurasthenia and
in those accompanying the uric-acid diathesis; then the douche is
employed yith fron ten to fifteen pounds pressure, and with water
from 85° to 55° F., for from thirty to sixty seconds, and applied all
over the body. The treatment is then terminated by the applica-
tion of a spray (called the Fleury spray, after its French originator),
with water of about the same or a little higlier temperature and
witi equal or somewhat greater pressure. The patient is then
quickly dried and reaction facilitated in the customary way. It
depends entirely upon the degree and completeness of reaction wlat
the formulary for the next treatment will be. If reaction is satis-
factory, the temperature of the water is diminished on each-suc-
ceeding day and the pressure somewhat increased, but never above
eighteen or twenty pounds. The Scottislh douche is rarely used,
unless it be for the purpose of counterac ing neuralgie pains and
painful paresthesia. Whîen the hydriatic treatment must be car-
ried out .at home, cold ablutions and the dripping sheet are most
serviceable. The application of the former is very simple, and may
be done in one of two ways. A linen sheet is wrung out of water
from 75° to 650 F., and thrown about the patient, who is standing
upon a warm, dry surface or in warm water ; then 'the attendant
makes friction for from thirty to ninety seconds through the shîeet,
which is then removed and substituted by a dry sheet, thlrougli
whiéih the frictions are kept up until the patient begins to react
thoroughly. The reaction is then kept up by utilization of the
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custoinary measures. The dripping sheet is oftentiies more ser-
viceable than the one just described. The linen sheet is thoroughly
saturated ini water of the saine temperature, but is not wrung out.
It is applied in a similar inanner after the patient bas been given
a brief ablution with water of the saine or somewhat higher tem-
pierature, and removed after from thirty to sixty seconds, during
w hich time friction is kept up through the sheet.

The other applications of water, such as the prolonged luke-
warn or warn bath, the half-bath, the sitz-batli, the local and gen-
eral cold pack, may be utilized to ineet special indications. In the
forms of neurasthenia characterized by erethisn, mental excitement,
physical unrest, continual expression of dissatisfaction, the general
culd pack repeated once or twice daily, and kept on froin two to
four hours, is a very important and beneficial measure.

Tte Use of Electricity.-The rôle played by electricity in the
treatment of neurasthenia is a much less important oue than that
of water. A discussion of the mode of its beneficial action does not
seem to us necessary. Jhle conviction seems to be increasing that
its capacity for good stands largely in relationship to its effect in
naking a psychical appeal to the patient. Its unknown nature,
its wondrous manifestations, its attributed health-restoring capae-
ities, all tend to inpress the patient with its potency for benefit. It
really matters not how it acts or upon what it acts, so -long as it
may be utilized for the patient's benefit. Nor does it inatter par-
ticularly what form of electricity is used. The forni that appeals
most powerfully to the patierit's emotion and the forim that is given
froin the most complicated and elaborate apparatus, according to
the most studied plan and with tfhe greatest care, is the one that
will act most beneficially. It is because these essentials are best
provided by the static apparatus that tie application of this forni
of electricity seeins to be more beneficial than cither the faradic or

arzlvanic. Thie next most useful form of electrization is the electrie
bath with interrupted current. We do not mean to deny that faradie
and galvanic electricity are not sometimes usefunl in neurasthenia
to assist in overcoming certain conditions, such as pain and myas-
tLenia, by virtue of certain physical properties which they possess.
For instance, general faradization, if not carried to the point of
fatigue, may be of considerable assistance in tonifying the relaxed
muscles. On the other hand, the rapidly interrupted current may
somnetimes be used advantageously to counteract pain and pares-
thesia, while the positive pole of the constant current is now and
tben useful in overcoming local pain, such as rhachialgia. The
latter cutrent should never be used about the head, because of the
vertigo that it is liable to produce, which may be fastened upon by
the patient as a new symptom, which, sinking into the morbid
nemory, will but add to his suffering. Formerly the use of faradie

electricity, to produc, mnuscular contraction and therefore make for
tissue metamorphosis, was thouglit to be very essential in the rest
cure; but it is gradually being discarded in favor of massage, passive
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exorcise, and graduated active exorcise, althougli it is still used for
its effect as an indirect psycho-therapeutic ageney.

Rest and .Kercise.-The utilization of rest, exercise, and mass-
age in the treatinent of neurasthenia will depend largely upon tle
individual and the type of the disease from which he suflers. In
some cases, particularly in women who are run down from social,
maternal, or household duties, and in those in whon neurasthenia
followed sonie such exhausting experience as prolonged suffering,
repeated illness, protracted attention to the c aims and wants of
others, especially when associated with anemia, more or less loss of
flesh occurring cither in mon or women, absolute rest in bed for a
number of veeks is a very essential element in the treatinent. ''he
utility of rest, comnbined with forced feeding and passive exorcise,
vas first demonstrated by Dr. Weir Mitchell, and it is geierally

known as his rest-plan of treatment. In ny own experience, it is
applicable to a relatively sinall proportion of all neurasthenics, wheu
carried out in a radical way. A modification of it is, to be sure,
one of the essential features in the plan of treatment wmich we are
attempting to outline. But in inany cases it is more essential to
prescribe some exercise that is consistent with the patient's strength
and purse, in connection wit'h a certain amount of enforced rest in
bed. In beginning the treatmnent of a severe case of the anxious,
depressed type of neurasthenia, it is, as a rule, advisable to keep be
patient in bed for two or three weeks, during which time exercise
necessary to combat the mnyasthenia and to promote tissue recon-
struction is got by the use of massage and resistance movements.
After such a time the patient is kept in bed from fourteen to
eighteen hours out of the twenty-four, the remainder being taken
up in hydriatic and electrical treatnent, walking, eycling, golfing,
riding, fencing, boxing, rowing, etc., whichever is mnost feasible and
suitable to the patient. The variety of exercise tiat is beneficial
in neurasthenia depends somewhat upon the type of the disorder,
but more upon te individual. The greatest difficulty is experi-
enced in deciding upon the exercise that is mnost suitable for women
who, from one end of life to the other, have never tasted the sweet
weariness that follows accustoined toi' or whose age precludes theim
from indulging becomingly in the varieties of exercise that have
been mentioned. For thein walking is tedious and lends itself to
introspection; cycling is looked upon as unfitting their years and
dignity; golfing is too spectacular and violent, and.so on throughout
the list. It is in such cases that the patient should be sent into
some new country, especially a hilly or mountainous one, whose
attractions invite exploration, and to accomplish which requircs
walking, climbing, donkey riding, etc.p The saf ast criterion in the election and insistence on certain
varieties of exercise is the effect that it produces, not the effect that
the patient says it produces. If indulgence in exercise tends to
m ake the patient açcept the enforced rest and isolation more grace-
fully; to increase the appetite and facilitate the action of the
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bowels; to proinote a i :ling of relaxation and sleep-then it is
beneficial and should be continued, increased, and varied. If, on
the other hand, it produces the antithesis•of these, it qhould be cur-
tailed or entirely stopped for a time, and enfoitced rest rigorously
carried out, while the exercise necessary to promote tissue icta-
morphosis is obtained by passive movements. IL is often advan-
tageous for a patient who is isolated and who is takiing a inoderate
rest cure, to indulge in certain occupations which help to pass the
tiime and to distract the mind. Women should be encouraged to
sew, to knit, to play cards, etc.; while men should be allowed to
play billiards, backgaimnoin, etc., providing these are not looked
upon as tasks and do not cause fatigue.

Exercise in the open air, particularly when it engrosses the
interest, is particularly beneficial in those whose neurasthenia is
apparently the resuit of sedentary labor, absorbing mental occupa-
tion, worry, care, anxiety, etc. It is also very essential for those
who have the uric-acid diathesis ind tendency to catarrhal condi-
tion of the bowels. In the forms characterized by anxiety, vaso-
motor manifestations, and profound myasthenia, and in some cases
with profound disturbance of the sexual sphere, it is not so valuable.

Massage is often overrated as a therapeutie aid in the treatiment
of neurasthenia, and perhaps sonetimes underrated. IL is needless
to say that it lias n'o specific virtue. Like all physical agencies
that are useful in the treatment of this neurosis, it owes its bene-
ticial effects to the aid which it gives to processes of metabolism,
and to the appeal which it makes to the mind of the sufferer. The
latter overshadows the former. Massage is therefore oftentines
more beneficial when it is given according to a complicated system,
in which all the details are rigorously carried out, and wlhen it is
given vith complicated mechanical apparatus. The usefulness of
abdominal massage in overcoming constipation has already been
mentioned. No definite rules can be given for the utilization of
massage, for so mnuch depends upon the individual and upon the
type of bis disease. Some patients, particularly men and those
with anxiety type of the neurosis, do not tolerate it at all; while
others, women, depressed neurasthenics, and fat individuals, enjoy
it and frequently sleep after a séance. Massage operators aver that
the efficacy of massage depends largely upon the manner of its
application and upon the system vith which it is utilized. Their
view of the matter is an interested and a biased one. It may be
used advantageously to overcome constipation, stiffness and soreness
of the joints and extremities, and myasthenia. Insomnia can some-
times be combated by the use of vigorous massage of the entire
body for an hour or more just before retiring, or by downward
stroking of the sides and back of the neck. This procedure seems
to influence the intracranial circulation by facilitating the flow of
blood in the veins.

Climato-thorapy.-The influence of climate in the treatment of
nenrasthenia is not very great. The neurasthenic patient recovers
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more quickly in a climate that allows bim to spend comnfortably a
portion of the time in the open air, and to have plenty ci this
important elenent in a pure state in his living apartmeni. A cli-
mate that is 'so moipt and warm that it tends to general enervation,
or one that is so cold and dry that it requires the expenditure of a
greab deal of energy to withstand it, is contraindicated. The benefit
that is obtained from change of climate is more oftcn due to the
new environment, with its absence of strife and distressing annoy-
ances, and the attention to diet, rest, exercise, and hygienic rules
which it entails, than to climatie conditions. A sojourn in the hiills
or mountains for those on vhom the seaside or plain palls on
account of long association, is beneficial, and vice versa for the sane
reasons. The influence of beautiful scenery, inspiring surround-
ings, and the wonders of nature may impress upon the self-centred
patient how trivial and uninteresting lie is when compared with it
all, and help to li ft him out of himself. Like everything else in the
treatuent of neurasthenia, very much depends upon the individual.

The question of travel for neurasthenic patients is not a very
difficult one to decide. For the majority it is impracticable, and
the minority are better off without it. For one neurasthenic patient
who is benefited by aimless ' travelling for health," ten are injured
by it.

Drugs in? the Treatient of NezirAs4thenia.-T e nied icinal treat-
ment of neurasthenia is the least important duty of the physician,
though it is oftentimes difficult to convince patients of this, and
physicians as well. Synptom medicines are invaluable to meet cer-
tain indications, and disease medicines assist in overcoming certain
organic conditions, such as anemia; but, despite this, the majority
of neurasthenic patients would reach the goal of recovery just as
surely and speedily if drugs were entirely discardel. At least it
may truthfully be said that it is oftentimes as important to forbid
the patient all medication as it is to prescribe it. Neurologists
will probably agree that the majority of patienits that come to
them for advice and treatinent, after they have been under t-eat-
ment by their family physician, or desultorily by a number of
physicians, arc so thoroughly bromidized that this state demands
treatinent. I do not mean to say that the bromide salts are nT>t
oftentimes of signal benefit to relieve certain distressing symptoms,
such as head pressure, cardiac palpitation, abdominal fluttering,
etc.; but should never be given continuously, promiscuously, or
without special indication. Although the pharmacopeia contains
no drug that lias special virtue to "strengthen" the nervous
system, or to restore its equilibrium wrhen the balance is once
disturbed, there are certain drugs which, by creating an appetite,
facilitating digestion and assimilation, forcing oxidation and
elimination, and by adding to the constituents of the blood, are
serviceable when such indications exist. The simple bitters and
stomachies can be given for a short time with considerable con-
fidence that they vill cause a greater relish for food. Arsenic,
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nux vomica and quinine oftentiies not only create a greater desire
for food, but seem to have a general tonifying eflcb, particularly
upon the muscular systein. Cod liver oil, which is supposed to be
of especial service in the treatment of neurasthenia, has no other
virtue than to provide an easily digested carbonaceous food. In
anemic individuals suitable preparations of iron and arsenic,
alternated or combined with the simple bitters, must be given. lu
wulhninistering iron it should not be forgotten that it has been
proven experimentally that the quantity which the blood will take
up stands in no relationship to the aimount administered. Not
infrequently beneficial effects follow repeated inhalation of oxygen.
This procedure not only affords a gencral fillip to the system, but
bas a desýirab1e mental effect. In the use of arsenic and quinine, it
is well to bear in mind that the former lias a tendency to produce
disturbance of the stonach and intestines, which may have a very
distressing mental effect upon the patient; while the latter, if given
in other than very small doses, is sure to produce ringing in the
ears and vertigo, which the patient will be likely to interpret as
inost disastrous inanifestations. The ad ninistration of aphrodisiacs
in sexual neurasthenia is conceived in error, and should never be
tried except for the mental effects. Drugs that inake powerful
appeal to te mindi by insulting one of the special senses-such as
valerian, for example, particularly w'hen given with assurance that
it will be beneficial-are oftentiý.es of great coifortto the patient,
and thereby useful. Lypnotics are rarely necessary when rest and
exercise, Iydrotherapy 9nd massage are properly and faithfully
utilized. It is cftentimes necessary to give one of the simpler
hypnotics a few tines, in nrder to secure sleep until thc physical
imeasures just mentioned have time to become effective. They
.siould be given in sufliciently large doses to make tlheir effect
decided, so that the patient may be impressed that a medium is
readily at iand tiat eau easily cope with the insonmia.

Local Treatment.-Reference has already been made to the
obsurdity of depending upon local treatment alone to cure neuras-
thenia, whether such treatment be directed to the prostate, tie eye
imuscles, the uterus, or the stomacli. All of these organs are very
liable to'reveal considerable dizc-rder of function in neurasthenia,
but so does every other tissue or organ of the body in varying
degree. They all need treatnent, and thus it is tiat hydriatic
procedure. diet, rest and exercise, etc., have proven to be the really
trustworthy therapeutic agencies Occasionally neurasthenia occurs
sequentially to rectal abscess and fistula, to enlarged prostate, to
prolonged and excessive use of ill-balanced eye muscles. In every
such case the effort should be made to rid the patient of these
-evident infirmnities. This is tantamount to saying that the casual
treatnent of neurasthenia should never be neglected. If such
treatinent suffices, the patient and the physician have good cause
for mutual congratulation. Unfortunately, however, it does not
suffice in about 90 per cent. of the cases, and it is unwise to
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neglect the ninety merely to reach the ten. The picture is more
enticing when reversed.

The Plc.-From all that bas been said, it vill be readily
inferred that the physician himself is the important measure in the
treatiment of this neurosis. His success in handling neurasthenia
will stand in direct relationship to his capacity to inspire and
maintain the confidence of bis patient, and the thoroughness and
persistence with which he utilizes the physical measures for the
improvement of general nutrition of the body and the mind that
we have detailed. To carry such treatment to a successful issue
requires great individualization, tact, perseverance, and, above all,
strict personal attention to detail. As a rule, it nay be said that
a patient with neurasthenia should be examined and treated with
the same attention to detail as a patient with typhoid fever or
endocarditis. That such careful examination and methodical treat-
ment encompass a cure, in part or largely through their appeal to
the mind of the individual, in no way detracts from them as
tangible therapeutic measures. On the contrary, there is all the
more reason for their utilization. The more often they are
employed the less frequent will· be the reports of cures by Christian
scientists, faith curists, negro hoodoos, incantation men, and other
fakirs and mystery mongers.

The physician who has neither the time nor the inclination to
devote such attention and care to the neurasthenic patient should
have the frankness and moral courage so to inform the patient, and

ot keep him on by promises of recovery which he cannot back up
with results; while the physician who feels that he is discharging
his duty by telling the patient that his sufferings ave "imaginary,"
"mental," " trifling," can scarcely be said to have the modern con-
ception of this neurosis, and is thierefore unfitted to deal with it.
The plan of treatment being so important in neurasthenia, the
physician and the patient vill have to carry it out at home. If it
is not entirely so, it had better not be attempted, as each failure
adds jeopardy to the patient's chance of recovery. No compromise
should be made with the patient or with the family relative to his
conformation to all the conditions on which treatmnent is under-
taken. If the patient is unwilling to do all that the physicidim
assures him is necessary, he soon comes to view the mnatter in a
different light wlhen told that the treatment of his case cannot
otherwise be undertaken. Occasionally it vill be necessa.ry to
avail one's self of the facilities of sanatoria which are fully equipped
with hydriatic andi mechanical devices for the application of
massage, passive exercise, etc. There is nuch to be said against,
and but little in favor of such institutions. As a general rule, it
may be said that institutional treatment is inimical to individualiza-
tion, and should rarely be recommended.-icedc. Record.
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LECTURE ON THE GINEMATOGRAPH AND THE
TEACHING OF SURGERY.*

3Y PROF. E. DOYEN, M.D., PARIS.t

ANIMATED photographs were at first used as an entertainmient.
Only short scenes were represented, a row of films, eighteen metres
in length, systeni Lumière or Edison, at the rate of sixteen pictures
a second, lasted exactly one minute. The vibration of the picture,
always fatiguing to the eye of the spectator, became intolerable
when it was a matter of reproducing complicated subjects.
Only in the open air or in a special studio could good negatives be
obtained. I endeavored several years ago to apply the cinemato-
graph to surgical instruction, but was unable to overcome the
difliculties referred to; the films were not sufliciently sensitive
for the most powerful lens then in use, and it was impossible to
obtain satisfactory results with the apparatus of those days except
in the case of a movement of very short duration. Operations on
the dead body could easily have been photographed in the open
air, but would have liad no scientific interest or value. In all
medical schools there is an amphitheatre for operative surg.ery
where the use of instruments and technical details may be deimon-
strated by the professor at eaci lecture. The students practise on
the dead body the ligature of arteries and the various sutures. It
is even possible to imitate the flow of blood by connecting the
aorta and the carotid with a raised recipient filled with colored
water. These practical experiments give but a faint idea of true
surgery. Au operation on a dead body can hever be compared to
an amputation on the living subject. With a view, therefore, to
supplementing this notoriously defective system of instruction, we
must have recourse to the cinematograph and reproduce real
operations. With the projections we shall be able to explain to
ouir students the difference which exists between real and operative
surgery, which has been rightly termed the "<Surgery of the Dead."

If we go on to consider such operations as the removal of tie
kidney, of the thyroid gland, ovariotomy, hysterectomy, the dif-
ference beconies more marked, and operative surgery can only be
considered the complement of topographical anatomy. The student
will study, for instance, the different layers he must traverse to
reaci the kidney, its exact position, and the relations of its blood
ve.sels. In thyroidectomy or hysterectomy he will appreciate the
relations of the thyroid gland, the great vessels of the neck, and

*Paper and demonstration given before the British Gynecological Society,
Dfecember 4th, 1899 -

† Translation by A. A. Warden, M.D.Glasg. (Clinical Assistant to Professor
Doyen).
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the laryngeal nerves, the exact position of the ureter, the hypo-
gastric, uterine, and vesical arteries. A certain amount of practice
can even be *obtained in the surgery of the stoinacli and of the
intestines, and fainiliarity with the blood supply of these organs,
the action of the various clamps, and the arrangement of the
sutures. But operative surgery will never confer the gift of
operating.

Do our books fill the gap thus left ? Certainly not. The
most detailed descriptions, the best diagrams or photographs of the
various steps of an operation are inadequate. Take, for instance,
the clamping of the broad ligaments in vaginal hysterectomy.
Surgeons who have not seen my crushing forceps used cannot grasp
its simplicity, and pliotograplis of the various steps of the operation
can only give them a partial idea. On the other hand, with the
cinematograph we can make hundreds of people follow in one
minute what a whole lecture could not make clear to a limited
number of students. Thus there is accumulating in medicine a
mass of more or less useless literature, descriptive and critical, and
due appreciation of new nethods becomes impossible. Surgeons
themselves cannot derive the full benefit of visits to foreign schools
and only fifteen or twenty of those wvho assist at an important
operation can follow with profit the details of the technique. The
safety of the patient demands tiat spectators should Le at a certain
distance; the hands of the surgeon and his assistant conceal part
of the field of operation, and the surgeon himself nay be the only
one to follow some of the more delicate steps. It is not sufficient
to follow the operation, as it were, second-hand ; but the author of
the technique, the master himself, must be seen at work. The
surgeon is judged by his work, and no text-books, howevcr well
illustrated, can sufficiently express his personality.

IL has been with the object of completing our means of teaching
the art of surgery that I have beeli led to study and employ the
cinematograph.

The first operations taken by the cinematograph were a crani-
ectomy and an abdominal hysterectomy. The films thus obtained
by M. Clément Maurice with the Luinière apparatus, and, ly
Monsieur Parnaland with bis own invention, were sufliciently clear
to show the value of the method. The first demonstration of the
teaching of surgery by the cinematograph took place at the annual
meeting of the British Medical Association in Edinburgh in July,
1898. Three films -where shown:

1. The manipulation of my operating table.
2. An abdominal hysterectomy.
3. A craniectomy.
This first demonstration was conclusive and so satisfied the

physicians present that I was asked to give a second the next day.
And yet no one has shown a satisfactory series of films since

July, 1898, the date of my first, demons.tration in Edinburgh, the
priority of which has never been disputed. Since the meeting of
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the British Medical Association in Edinburgh I have added to my
collection of films, which will be issuea in a fewv imonths for use in
teaching faculties. With eaci film a full description, elinical and
pathological, will be supplied. Surgeons who may wish to use the
cinematograph theiselves, either in operating or teaching, are
welcone to asik us for any details which may spare then errors
and expense. Students abroad mnay thus follow the technique of
the great surgeons of tne world, they can compare iethods and
follow the progress of surgery. The historical value of such a
possession can hardly be denied. What do we know of the
prowess of Maisonneuve, of Langenbeck, of Billroth or of Pau,
Who yet are, it may be said, of our own day ? How valuable could
we follow now with the cinematograph those marvellously rapid
operations without chloroform, on the field of battle or in the
operative theatre, and see once more the courage of the patient and
the skill of the operator!

The progress of surgery is such that what is good to-day is im-
proved upon to-morrow. Thanks, however, to the cinematograpi,
the future surgeons will be better able to judge of the real progress
accomplished.

Finally, and perhaps mwost unexpectedly, tie surgeon hinself
may greatly benefit by the cinenatograph. When I saw for the
first tiie one of: my operations reproduced on the screen, I recog-
nized how far short I fell of ny ideal. Many details of technique
tlat lad seemed satisfactory I now saw to be defective, and the
cinematograpli lias thus enabled me considerably to correct and
simplify, and to perfect my operative technique. My fiist filns
also show tie personal progress that I have been able to make.
Our films are so clear that the most delicate manceuvres, such as
the suture of the pelvie peritoneum in abdominal hysterectomy,
and the opening of the dura mater in craniectony, may be
followed.

You will notice that each operation is donc metiodically. The
patient, the movemnents of whose respiration can bc followed on
the screen, is anesthetised: there is no suffering, and the loss of
blood is trifling. The surgeon is calm.; his movements are precise
and calculated. When lie nakes a muscular effort you can sec his
biceps harden, his face contract, his wlhole body place itself in the
most favorable position. The cinematograph registers thie whiole
scene as it takes place, faithfully, rapidly, and in detail. Each step
can tius be studied, analysed, criticised. The surgeon can assist
at and calmly study his own operations. He can sec in his face
the anxiety of the moment. He can see himself superintending the
respiration of the patient under the anesthetie. He can sec his
whole mind set upon the successful execution of some movement,
and almost anticipate the smile of relief that follows its accom-
plishment. Unnecessary gestures and movements may be noted
and avoided.- The cinematograpli has more than once almost
startled ne- in the resemblance I cordd not help seeing between
myself and my late father, Dr. Octave Doyen.
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The hours that I have spent with M. Clernent Maurice and my
assistants studying my technique with the help of the cinenato-
graph, have b.een of the greatest interest and value.

It is a help to all. The anesthctist is surprised to sec himself
nervous and anxious at one moment, calm and attentive at another.
The nurses who bring the t.hermo-cautery or who lift away the
tumor removed, nay see any clumsy moveinent and correct it.

There seems3 further no objection to the presence of non-medical
spectators a tiese deimonstrations. Members of ambulance societies
are in the habit of going to hospital, attending operatiois, perforn-
ing dressings, and learning the principles of antiseptie surgery.
Such persons may thus acquire knowledge which will be useful in
the case of accidents before medical aid can be obtained.

The cinemnatograph could usefully be added to such a course of
training, and first aid students might learn fron it the duties they
might later be called ùpon themselves to perform. And is it alto-
gether to be regretted now, when all classes of society follow witlh
such keen interest the progress of surgery, that the non-medical
public should have other means of getting information than
inaccurate descriptions ? We hardly think so, and those who
have seen operations as shown by the cinematograph admit that
the calmness of the surgeon, the precision of his movements, the
perfection of the operative technique, tend to diminish rather than
ilcrease the unknown horrors of an operation. The public will
aiso learn this fact, that -an operation as performed by one surgeon
is a vastly different iatter froin the saine operation by a different
surgeon. There has been too great a tendency to believe that vith
the triumphs of anesthesia and antisepsis, surgery has become all
but inoffensive. It is time to protest against this error. The
success of an operation depends nuch more upon the skill of the
operator than upon the antiseptic care, which every surgeon ought
of course to exercise. The cinematograph, registering the details
of an operation with the proper speed and perfect accuracy, will
show of what mettle the surgeon is made.

If you wish to publish a new procedure, add to your description
several rolis of cinematographie films. Each original proced'ure
can thus be compared with methods already published.

Those of my operation3 are short, and we have heard it said
that the cinematograph " went more quickly than the operation."
Turn the instrument yourself and you will sec upon how little
knowledge this criticism is based. If you turn too slowly the
Inovement of the surgeon and bis assistants are manifestly slowed;
if yon turn too quickly there is a rapidi.ty and haste of movement
that at once strikes the eye. The operation is only well reproduced
if you turn at the sane rate as at the moment of operating. My
operations, therefore, last just as long upon the sereen as during
their actual performance. Mosb of them are not complete; the
toilette of the field of operation, the completion of the sutures offer
little interest, and would uselessly add to the difficulty and expense
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of the photographs. The projection that lasts five minutes appears
extreneîy long. Thanks to the cinemîatograph, I have been able
to defend myself against the reproach that I operated too quickly.
Study several of the operations on the screen, and you will sec that
there is no haste and no useless moveient, and that the operation
is brief because the technique is simple and precise. Oporate
simiply and yo.u will operate' successfully. " The more hurry the
less speed," in French hatez-vous lentement.

The progress of surgery during the last few years lias been due
far more to' the improvement of technique tlian to the observance
of the laws of antisepsis. The cinematograpli will prove this better
titan descriptions or photographs. I have devoted myself for many
years to the improvement of surgical instruments, to the simplifica-
tion of henostasis and operative technique generally, and the cine-
natograph. will make these methods known and permit colleagues

abroad to judge of their value. I shall be sufficiently rewarded if
I succeed in proving that operations should be simplified to the
greatest possible extent, and every nseless manœuvre, every
tedious and lengthy procedure, as far as possible suppressed.
In your hystercctoinies, in your pylorectomies, in your craniec-
tomies, adopt my technique, and you will be able to finish
in a few minutes operations that by other methods will take
you half .an hour or hours. The loss of blood, which used to be
considerable, will be trifling, the shock will be insignificant, the
recovery rapid. What can the patient gain from a long operation ?
It would be judicious to operate slowly if slowness were one of the
chief factors of success, whereas the contrary is the case. I have
nlever sacrificed safety to speed. I operate at the same time more
simply and more surely, whereas the prolongation of an operation
adds to the gravity of the prognosis. Do in an hour hysterectomy
that I would do in ten minutes, and in those fifty ninutes you will
tax the paticnt's strength by useless movements that may irrepar-
ably compromise the vitality of the tissues. The prolongation of
the anesthesia, the inerease of the loss of blood, will further injure
your patients, and it is thus that operations of two or liree hours'
duration have such a heavy mortality. " Time is Lif ,."

Lectures with the cinematograph should be given as follows:
1. The professor briefly describes the operation, and shows upon

the screen prejections of the principal instruments to be used.
2. Each step of the operation is shown in detail by fixed pro-

jections either of photographs or drawi ngs.
3. WThen the technique is thoroughly understood the operation

itself is shown on the cinematograph.
If the -professor has films of several cases of the saine operation,

lie demonstrates the technique and the necessary modifications in
the different cases.

The students neqd no longer crovd the operative theatres as
more or less un intelligent onlookeis. They will be obliged to follow
a preparatory course before they actually assist the surgeon. They
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will then be able to draw profit fromn his lectures and frou the
operations thenselves.

Tlie application of the cinematograpli may bu considurud one of
fie greatest iiprovements in the tuaclinîg of operati% e surgery,
since it will mnake known througlihout the n orld the but muutlods
and the surest nuans of saving part of humanity fromî uffering
and fron death.

Intubation in Private Practice. -Dr. Castelai.-, of Lille, says in
La Presse .Me<licale, that some piysiciais are afraid to perfvrmuî
intubation, unless an assbitant can bu left to take care of the
patient. He claims to have done the opuration iany times inu
hospital and in private practice, and to haN u nver lad obstruction
or the sudden expulsion of a tube. lIe favors intubation witiout
a permanent watch being kept over the patient, because the danger
froum intubation is always lest than that uîn tracheutoiy. He
always leaves a thread attached to the tube.

Typhoid Fever and Diphtheria in Chicago.-In the Clicago
1onthly BUlletin for June,.we notice that the influence of an

excessive precipitation in Chicbgo is shown by comparing the
deaths froim typhoid fever during two periods: 296 in the wet
season of 1898 and 163 in the dry season of 1899, an excess of bl.6
per cent. in the former over the latter period. The percids chosen
were the first six nonths of 1898 and thu first six mnonths of 1899.
A rainfall of more than three-fourths of an incli in twenty-four
hours is sufficient to flush out the sewers discharging iito Lake
Michigan, and frequently to turi the current of the foul river lake-
v:ard. This is followed by a rise of the sanitary-q1uality-of-tlie-water
line into "pathogenie " spaces, more or less prumîptly according to
the direction and velocity of the wind. This rise is followed,
usually within a week, by a rise in the lite of deaths froimi the acute
intestinal diseases, and within three weeks by a rise in the typhoid
fever death-line, which latter culnîinates in from five to seven weekb,
unless fresh pollution occurs. Referring to diplhtieria. Nevsholtues
concl.sions are said to bu corroborated, to wit, that an epidemic-u£
this disease never originates or continues in a wet year (i.c., a year'
in which the total annual rainfall is mîaterially above the average
amount), unless this wet year follows two or more dry years
immnediately preceding it; "- conversely, " that epidemîîics of diph-
theria for which accurate data are availablu, bave all originated in
dry years, i.(., in years in whicli the total anînual rainfall is materi
ally below the average amount." Ncwsholnie attributes these
results to the stage of the grouid-watur as aflcted by rainfall, low
ground -water favoring and high ground-water retardinîg the epi-
demic spread of diphthxeria, by favoring orretard:ng the "transitionu
of the diphtlheria bacillus froni the saprophytic tu> the parasitic stagce
of life," and not, in any part, to an aerial convection of the con-*
tagion through a dry atmosphere.
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